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Audito.- submits suggestions

Clay . White, HUSA senator and
Chairman of Auditing Committee
Dear Mr. White:
I have completed the examination of the financial operation
of th'e ·Howard University Student Association for the period
June 1 through October 6, 1970.
I now submit for your consideration my comments and recommendations relating to accounting
control and procedures.
Petty Cash
Disbursements are being made
from the petty cash fund in
amounts greater than the intended
purpose of a petty cash. This
practice is contrary to good in-

ternal cont r o 1 over disbursements and should be discontinued,
I recommend that disbursements from the petty cash fund
be limited to ten ($10) dollars
per disbursement, and the purpose of the petty cash will be
to cover minor expenses that
are provided for in the budget.
Travel Advances
It was observed that travel
advances were granted to certain persons for out-of-town
travel. The amount of the advance was charged directly to
expense, however, the charges
are not supported by travel reports of expenses by the
travelers. No evidence of cash
refunds from travelers are recorded.
I recommend that persons
who
•
receive travel advances be required to submit a report of
travel expenses within five 65)
days after returning from a trip,
Any cash refunded by the traveler
should be deposited with the University Cashier to the eredit of
Student Association budget.
Transportation Costs - gasoline
During the period under examination, checks · were made
payable to HUSA Treasurer, to
reimburse workers for gasoline.
There charges are not supported
by receipts or other documentat~n.
.
I suggest that the above mentioned practice be discontinued

and that reimbursement be made
records failed. I observed that
a check •in the amount of $800.00
by requisitions on the basis of
travel reports submitted by the
was issued to Jazz Rock Festival
travelers.
with Chairman of Cultural ComTuition Expenses ;
mittee as custodian. The disposi.
for Executives · •
tion of this check could not be
Tuition expenses for Execudetermined. I also observed that
tives include payment for HUSA
income realized from the Jazz
Secretary who resigned effective,
Rock Festival has not been deOctober 1, 1970.
posited with University Cashier
I suggest that a decision should
for credit' to budget account.
be made by the appropriate HUSA
I r~ccqmend that receipts
Officials whether to request a
from future events be controlled
refund (full or partial) fro m the
by use of pre-numbered admisformer Secretary.
sion tic\ets with control over the
Grants
issuing of these tickets for sale.
I also recommend that all ex1. Funds in the amount of
penses of future events be paid
~ 10,000 were transferred to the
by requistion. Cash payments
HUSA Emergency Loan Fund (Acfrom ticket sale should be procount #LG-96) administered by
hibited.
the Office of Financial Aid. It
is my understanding that guideI realize that some enterlines for r~quir~ments to obtain
tainers and performers may wish
to be paid in cash. This matter
a loan from the fund have not
been established.
should be discussed before signing a contract. The contractor
I recommend that such
should
be advised that cash payguidelines be established immediately.
ments cannot be made, but a
2. A grant in the amount of
Certified Check will be issued
in lieu of cash.
$100.00 was made to HUSA Vice
The Office of the Comptroller
President. The purpose of the
grant could not be determined. \ will assist in obtaining a Certified Check providing sufficient
I suggest that more information should be obtained contime is allowed before the event.
cernine- thP pu_rpose of the grant. •
This Office will be available
to discuss the above matters
Jazz Rock Festival
Recdrds applicable to the inwith the Committee.
come from Jazz Rock Festival
Yours very truly,
were not submitted to me for
Paul E. Claggett
audit. My efforts to obtain such
Internal Auditor

it

By Pearl Stewart

Student unrest has taken a new
turn, if last week's disturbances
at Federal City College are used
as evidence. The incidents involving firearms and studentpolice clashes were the result,
. not of administrative irrelevance
vs. student militru11...,, but the
desire of the student bo" ~o
oust student governmei.: leader s
from office.
.\ccording to Joe Walker, Editor of FCC's student paper, Student Government Association
President Cornelius \Villiams,
First Vice President Charles
Parker, along with student senators and other members of the
governing body, were accused in
an assembly last Friday of being corrupt and irresponsible.
t\ petition containing the signatures of approximately 500 stu-

P a n t h ers h old
Convention

•

By Danny Simms
After three meetings Black
Panther representatives and the
Howard University administration have finally closed the deal .
for the use of Howard facilities
for the Revolutionary Peoples
C on st it u ti on a 1 Convention
scheduled on Friday, Nov. 27 and
Saturday, Nov. 28.
Andrea Jones, National Coordinator for the Convention was
the spokesman during the three
meetings. Vice President Carl
Anderson represented the administration ·during the first two
me<:!tings, However. this week
because of Anderson's week-long
absence Vice Pres. James ~lark
represented the administration
during
the
meeting which
finalized the convention.
The first meeting was no more
than a form al request from the
Panthers for the use of facilities
and presentation of their proposed list of plans for university
facilities and equipment. At the
second mgeting the administration presented its projected $18,
000.00 plus the cost of expenditures ·estimated by Alexander
Chalmers, Physical Plant director. Even though this would have
been less than the $10,000.00
per day at the . D.C. Armory,
Miss Jones felt that this would
be too much for the proposed
three- day convention. There was
a general agreement that the unnecessary expenditures could be
deducted from the total cost.

\
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dents had been circulated to suoport the complaints and the demand for resignations as put
forth by the Concerned Students
Committee, headed by spokesman Malcolm Tinsley.
Following the assembly, Tinsley and about ten other students
went into the SGA office and
asked the leaders to evacuate
immediateiy. The officers refused, although a few hours
earlier, they had submitted their
resignations. In the meantime,
those who had been at the assembly, along with other spect ators, had gathered into a crowd
of about 500 outside the office.
(The resignations were not considered valid, because the of. ficers had "resigned" several
tim es before, only to return).
According to Walker, who
viewed the entire occurrence,
problems involving the police
began when one of the SGA officers pulled a shotgun on the
Concerned Students reprr ..,tatives. "A couple of others ...
pistols," Walker stated. In spite
of this action, Tinsley and his
group refused to move, and continued to demand that the SGA
officers leave.
Bv this time, Dr. H~rland Randolph, President of the college,
had arrived on the scene, along
with several other administrators. By this time, also, 'the
word had spread that the officers
~

Cornelius Williams. President of
SGA at FCC.

20, 1970

had guns, According to Walker,
"One student asked SGA if they
would leave if the crowd left. •
An SGA officer replied 'yes'."
Walker pointed out that the
people were already backing off
because of the guns, although
"the people .in the back were
pushing forwarc trying to see.''
Throughout this period a side
exit was immedi e
cessible
to the SGA leaders,
t they
chose not to leave, even w the
police, who arrived after Dr.
Randolph,
When the police captain eportedly asked Randolph .wh ch
students should be arrested, e
said to arrest the SGA office s
along with the Concerned Students Committee. Tinsley, according to Walker, told the President that no Concerned Students
should be arrested. Randolph tilen
asked the police not to make any
FCC student points to door of Student Government Association office
arrests.
where padlock was recently removed.
Photo by Richard Douglas
The subsequent disturbances
The follo~ing day, or. Rantention?" he asked the reporters
arose when more police entered
dolph held a press conference
rhetorically. He further stated
the building, and began orderin
his
office
to
give
his
views
that
so much coverage presented
ing the milling students out. The
on the events. He had called
the impression that this . eyent
students became angry with the
upon certain students (none of
was major, and represented FCC
police, and began making remarks, in addition to r efusing
whom had been actively involved
in general.
.
the incidents) to give added com. "t\lost of our professional
to leave the area. As a result
ments
.
counterparts
are favorable and
the police ru1d students "got into
Randolph emphasized the fact
supportive of Federal City Cola scuffle," as Walker termed
that the press had given so much
lege," he declared, in an attempt
it, and four arrests were made.
atteption to the affair. "\Vhy
to negate the conception that many
Outside rocks were thrown, as
does an incident of such minor
·people are agaJ:nst -the school.
police beat studeiit_ r ay from
the padd y wa gons.
'
magnitude attract so much at(Continued on Page 3)
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Registration
Procedures
Registration instructions for
Liberal Arts, Architecture and
Planning, Fine Arts, Pharmacy,
Gr aduate School, Business Administration, Engineering, Nursing, Freedman's Nursing.
SPECIAL NOTICE: All students
are required to participate in
early registration.
1. Registration Dates11 Registration for Sprlrig Semester 1971
will be held between November
23, 1970 and December 4, 1970.
This is the regular registration
period for all students who are
currently enrolled.
2, DISTRIBUTION OF REGISTRATION MATERIALS - The
Course Reservation Forms and
Time Schedule will be issued
in the North Lobby of the Physical
Education Building from November 23, 1970 until December 4,
1970. Do not rush to be first.
These forms will be processed
by the Computer in random order.
When these forms are returned
to the Registrar, priorities will
be given by class, not by individuals. Seniors will be processed first, then Juniors, Sophomores and Freshmen.
3, PREPARATION - In preparing to complete the Course Reservation Form you must:
a, Read the instructions in
your Time Schedule
b, Read and understand the
instructions on the back of your
Course Reservation Form.
c. Select a tentative program
and place 1t in t'he Cha.r t provided in your Time Schedule.
Keep this copy for future reference.
4. ADVISOR - See your ad,visor
and receive approval of tentative program listed on form in
Time Schedule. When the program is approved, place 1t in
the box provided on the Cour.s e
Reservation Form above the Advisor's signature.
5. COD~G - In order of priority, place the department, course
section and credit numbers in
the blocks provided at the topof the boxes below the Advisor's
signature block beginning with
box number one. Shade the number or letters which correspond
•
with the number or letter you
have listed in the boxes above.
If you register- for more than
twelve courses, not hours, you
must matk the block as indicated
at the top of the Form and use
an extra form to accommodate
all courses over twelve. The
more than twelve course box
must also be marked on the
extra sheet.
6. RETURN OF FORM - After
checking the form for accuracy,
you must return it to the lobby
of the Physical Education Building by December 4, 1970.
7, BILLING - On or about December 29, 1970, you wlll receive
an itemized bill which will include your program as it has
been prepared. If you wish to
reserve thls program, you must
pay this bill, or make the necessary Financial arrangements, on
or before January 16, 1971. There
are some things you must understand about the billing procedure:
a. Courses listed on your bill
reflect the schedule that was
available when your form was
processed.
.
b. Adjustment, such as ADDS
and DROPS, must be made
(Continued on •Page 4)
Mat ure fema le student needed to ·
be the campus representat ive for
o ne o f t h e w o rld's fastest growi ng

cos metic

companies.

Flex'ible
houn. Very Good Pay. Call
832·1263, preferably between 6 8 .m.

FSE examination

Escort service

The Federal Service Entrance
Examination (FSEE) will be administered on campus on Saturday, December 5, at 8:30 A.M.
in the Biology-Greenhouse Auditorium. All seniors interested in
careers in the Federal Government are strongly urged to avail
themselves of the opportunity to
take this examination on campus.
If you have taken the examination and have not passed it, try

Are you afraid to go out at night?
Would you like a community sponsored escort? How about a
chaperone for an official function? If you live in the third
District, we can help. Call your
Pilot District Project Junior
Cadet Corp and Courtesy Patrol.
For More Information
CALL: 626- 2568

again!

Scholarships
available
Students working for a degree
in chemistry, engineering, (electrical, mechanical, chemical,
civil, or industrial), accounting
or computer science may be eligible for scholarships trom Ashland Oil, Inc. Brochures and additional information are being
given out by Mrs. Goldie Claiborne, Financial Aid Director,
second floor Administration
Building.
Students in advertising, journalism, printing, television or
some allied subject may be elig- ·
ible for a five hundred dollar
scholarship from the Public
Utilities Advertising Association. Again, see :\1rs. Claiborne.

Proiect Harvest
International Students Association's Project Harvest ls
collecting canned goods and other
non-perishables -to be donated to
families in Black community.
Collection boxes will be located
in Foreign Students' Ottice. Student Activities Office, Physics,
Engineering Building. Call Judy
Johnson at 583. - 7431 after 4
p. m. for further information.

Pre-Thanksgiving
Fete
The Jamaicans present the return of the mighty "Soul Seeker"
(No. 1 Disco in New York) on
Saturday November 21, 1970, at
Envoy Towers Ballroom, 2400 16th St., N. w. Latest in
Jamaican, \Vest Indian, AfroAmerican Hits. Admission $1.50.

Recruiters
The following representatives

will be recruiting in the Place-

ment Otfice (Room 211, Administration Building) during the
Week of November 23:
November 23--Celanese- Corporation, United Illuminating
· Company, Johnson and Johnson,
U.S. Navy Recruit i ng Station,
Harvard University Graduate
school of Arts and Sciences; Nov- ·
ember 24- -Johnson Service,
Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation, Shell 011 Company, Thnken
Roller Bearing Company, Univac
Corporation, University of Con.necticut School of Law, Warner
and Swasey; November 25-Emerson Electric Company, U. s.
Army Engineering Center, Curtis-wright Company.
Interested students must sign
up in advance in the Placement
Ottice.

Thanksgiving ·
bu1e1•

Zeta Phi Chapter of Alpha Phi
Omega National Service Fraternity is again sponsoring its
Thanksgiving bus transervice.
The buses will go to New
York and Philadelphia. RoWld. trip tickets are -- New York,
$13.00 and Philadelphia, $7.00.
As the number of people per
bus determines whether or not
buses go, once a ticket is purchased No refunds may be re- .
quested by the purchaser.
The buses will leave at
4 o'clock p.m. on Wednesday,
November 25, 1970 from Founders Library. The buses will return from their respective cities
on Sunday, November 29, 1970 at_
7 o'clock p.m. to Fowiders LibMail for foreign
rary.
Tickets will be on sale Wedstudents
nesday, November 18, 1970 to
Monday, November 23, 1970 only,
The Office of Foreign Student
from 10 o'clock a. m. to 4 o'clock
Service is currently holding over
p,m, in the ticket window of the
fifty letters for foreign students.
Student Center at Howard UniPlease check the list which is
versity.
available at the counter of the
For further information or asForeign Student Office, second ·
sistance, please call 797- 2188 or
floor of the Administration Build483-2891.
ing to see if correspondence
"An APO service project".
is being held for you.

•
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-Jet engines?
•

...

Not many people know that
General Electric started building a jet
engine in 1941 . America's fi rst jet
engine.
That jet prbduced only 1200
pounds of thrust.
Our newest jet, for the DC-10,
produces around 50,000 pounds
of thrust.
In the early days of jet aviation,
the important thing was thrust.
But suddenly our skies are filled
with jets. And, suddenly, jet pollution
is a major problem.
General Electric tackled it head
on when building the DC-10 engines.
And we accomplished two things.
When you see the DC-10 take
to the air, you'll see no black marks
against the sky. Because the engines
make virtua lly no smoke.
Of co urse, there's more to jet
exhaust than just smoke. O ur goal is

someday to make jets run totally clean.
Another problem with jets is
noise. If you've ever lived anywhere
near an airport, we don't have to
tell you that.
General Electric has been
working on noise, too .
GE was chosen by the federal
government to help solve this
problem for the aviation industry. At
present, we know of no way a
powerful turbofan engine can be
made noiseless. But we've made
progress in that direction.
The DC-10 engines, for instance,
are quieter than any jet engines on
the passenger planes of the Sixties.
Quieter, even though they're more
than three times as powerful.
We have more work to do
before we'll satisfy all the people
concerned about jet pollution,
ou rselves incl uded. But beca use
we've been working at it since the
mid-Fi fties, before it was wi dely
recognized as much of a problem,

we've already crossed some
important hurdles.

Why are we running this adt
We' re running this ad, and
others like it, to tell you the things
General Electric is doing to solve
the prob1ems of man and his
environment today.
The problems concern us
because they concern you. We're a
business and you are potential
customers and employees.
But there's another, more
important reason . These problems
will affect the future of this country
and this planet. We ha~e a stake in
that future. As busi nessmen. And,
simply, ·as people.
We invite your comments.
Please write to General Electric,
570 Lexington Ave., New York, N.Y.
10022.

•
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Federal City
confusion

By Stan Ferdinand

~

The School of Architecture and
Planning has taken the concept
of community involvement to its
tunctional level. This was
achieved by organizing a course
(Architecture 133) around the
problems and potentials of the
Anacostia Community.
The course is broken down
into five phases and eleven work
areas. The five phases are spread
over a 12-week petiod and include: definition of the problem
areas, a conceptual design of the
area, intensive study of specific
problems types, community dialogue, and a development plan for
im}>rovement of the area.
Suleiman All, one of the seniors in this class of 34, asserted
that its fundamental objective
is to increase students' sensitivity to community life through
environmental planning. In a recent HILLTOP interview he dedefined this as "advocacy planning". He explained that, "This
is finding out what the community wants, then designing a development plan around it."
In a recent statement issued
to the Anacostia community by

the School of Architecture and
Planning, it was stated 'that as
far back as 1868, many "modern"
concepts were advocated for Urban Development in Anacostia..
And in urging the serious involvement of the community it
continued, "Today in Anacostia,
one hundred years later, there
is little evidence of the high
aspirations of its origin."
The Anacostia area was chosen
because, although it ls an area
plagued with probl~ms from high
crime to overcrowded schools
it also has a high degree of
potential development. In view
of this, plans are being proposed
for an uptown center, a metrocorridor commercial development, and Bolling Field development.
The Planning and Studio Class
of the School of Architecture
is emphasizing community involvement because previous development has neglected to do so.
The class is attempting to design a community alternative to
such government agency as the
National Capitol Planning Com-

Student plans candidacy

mission that has pushed their
concept for urban renewal on
the community.
In this respect, Ali sees individual contact as an important
element. He explained that,
"What we are looking for is the
community points of agreement
and disagreement." However,
one problem that he envisions is
organizing the community for a
major meeting. A meeting of this
type, scheduled for November 21
and cancelled for a later date
would have brought together varlous community organizations.
The project, like other areas
ln the University, faces financial
difficulties; however, it continues
to be propelled by the enthusiasm
of the students and community
encouragements. Ali stated that
although President Cheek's office
and HUSA :were notified of the
projects' financial situation no
positive steps have been taken
to rectify it. He sees this as
a' question of priorities since
the D. C. Project is confronted
with problems of its own.

Huey picks

BY Reginald Hildebrand

Arthur Robin son, D.C .
Congressional candidate.
Dean !'/Joto
"When the white folks decided
that Washington was going to
be the Federal city ...they hadn't
planned on all us niggers being here. This is the showfront
for whitey•.• and he can't afford
to have :r lot of niggers taking
over his city.''
That is how 25 year- old D. C.
congressional delegate hop~ful,
Arthur N. Robinson explained
the lack of home rule and real
political power for the people
of the district. The 6'7'' Federal
City College junior outlined his
goals and objectives in a recent
interview with the HILLTOP .
After the establishment of
home rule, which he considers
his first priority, Robinson
pledged to fight for 'ownership
protection' for D. c. residents.
He explained that the Federal
government owns 45% of the land
in D. c. and predicted that in 5
years that percentage would be
raised to 60.
Robinson pointed out that, as
a result of that trend "all the
Black people are being contained
and put in one place or taken
out of one location and put in
another and all the mechanisms
of control are coming from the
"man" because be controls the
land."
To remedy the situation, the
candidate pledged to "initiate
' strong legislation to guarantee
every citizen the right and the
option of control of his property."
Robinson also contends that
"legislation should be passed
giving the. descendants of the
slaves today's equivalent of the
famous forty acres and a mule."
Robinson has also taken a
stroog stand against the Hatch
Act which "prevents Federal employees from getting actively involved in politics, here in a
• city where 7~ of the Black
,. people are working for the
Federal government."
The candidate also pledged to
pressure the federal government
and the Agriculture Department
to declare "a national emergency
of hunger" This, he said, would
enable them ·~o immediately see

to it that no one in this country suffers from malnutrition
and that every family in every
nook and cranny be fed. "
Robinson has also said that
he will fight to insure that the
"Black United Givers Fund be
granted the same solicitation priviledges and the present United
Givers Fund in all feder al offices and establishments."
Although he maintained that
basic human needs such as hunger
and joblessness have a greater
priority than national or international issues, Robinson revealed that he would try to expose "the industrial involvement of whitey in this country
and in the African countries.
Even though he contends that
the non-voting delegate seat is
one of several "plantation tricks
employed as a means of pacification", Robinson also said that
"one vote alone can not pass a
bill or be that powerfUl. .•The
positive thing is the persuasive
powers of whomever it is that's
in office....so it really doesn't
make any dif:ference, the vote
or the non-vote.
Robinson's campaign s logan is,
"Concentration
camps ain't
obsolete, ya know!" He referred
to the camp and camp-like facilities that are maintained in the
south-west of the count~y and as
close as Fort Meyer, Virginia.
He also noted the stn;iilar oppressive stances taken by both
national parties in the past election.
"Things are really going to
come down on us very, very
soon. People don't realize how
drastic the things are that are
happening", he observed.
Robinson is majoring in Urban
Studies and Community Developement at Federal City College. He was formerly an assistant director of piblic and
community relations for the Office of Economic Opportunity in
the southwestern stated. He 1s
now working with public relaUons ~or the Black Experience,
which ls a group of Black actors
from New York City.
Students interested in the
Robinson campaign should contact him at 543-3222; 723-1788,
or at the Federal City College
student activities office,.
The Howard University Department of Economics cordially invites your faculty and student's
to a seminar:
Topic: Measurement of the Effect of Health Insurance on the
Demand for Medical Care:
Speaker: Dr. Lien-tu Huang
Time: November 20, 1970 at 6:00
p.m.
Place: Room 105 New Building
(Locke Hall) Howard University

Angered by the decision of Huey
P. Newton, Defense Minister of
the Black Panther Party, to cancel for the third time a proposed
speaking engagement here at Howard in order to speak at a white
·university, a group of Concerned
Students issued a letter condem"ling K ewton' s decision and generally attacking the Panthers on
their posture in relation to their
priorities in the Black struggle.
The letter read in part;
We, as Black students of Howard University will not fall
secondary to whites in the interest of the Panthers. They have
failed three consecutive times to
show their concern for Black
people. I ask you fellow Black
students, "Are we going to s tand
by and be ignored by an organization that we have given much
consideration and devoted much
of ourselves to?"
.
The letter continued by berating the Panthers for their attacks
on Stokely Carmichael and forming collitions with the Students
for a Democr atic Society and the
Gay Liberation movement.
It concluded:
"Three cancellations in one
semester. No student in his right
damn mind could support an organization that has come up this
shaky. But, there is the question of the Revolutionary Constitution Ot>nvention that is to be
held here. It is our feel!Jlg that

An attempt to set up an Urban
(Continued from Page 1)
Plar)Iling Workshop at Nicholas
Ave. and Goodhope Rd has es- '
Handolph stated that the stupecially been affected by the
dents are in a state of unrest,
financial deciflt. The workshop
but that the reason ls because
is designed to f>e an on-going
of "their desire to succeed, and
process which gives the com mun- ,
to succeed immediately."
tty the opportunity to view the
The students who lspoke with
design process in its develophim at the press conf~rence were
ment stages. Ali views .it as an
in agreement with all that he
out-growth of the University and
had said, and one in particular,
in working reality should include
Rufus Watkins, re~rated the
in-put from all other disciplines: . idea that the press was overlaw, sociology, education, meemphasizing the issue. "We
dicine, etc. However, he stressed
would like some po8itive efforts
that at presen~ the only other
from you, the news media and
discipline involved was a class
Congress," Watkins stated.
from
the
Department of '
The conference ended with
Sociology.
Rfl.ndolph's statement that a
This idea being designed by
constitutional convention would
the School of Architecture and
be held to investigate and further
Planning represents part of the
handle the SGA situation.
new direction that Howard is
taking, Ali pointed out. He illustrates that it operates on a
two-fold basis: "For the student
community involvement helps us
Juniors: President, Michael
get away from •paper architecture' and e:et into the reality
Littlejolm; Secretary, Daisy Hannah.
·
of the political, social, and ecO.:.
Sophomores: Secretary, Minomical problems."
chele Hamilton.
On the other level he sees the
Freshmen: President, Phyliss
student as an important means
Wigginton;
Vice
President,
for comm·.mity mobilization. BeLoretta Ross; Secretary, Larry 1
cause, as he observed, specific
Newell; Representative, Padro
emphasis like drug programs
Alvarez; Representative, Ezekiel
are significant but what the com"Abdoul" Mobley; Treasurer,
munity needs is a comprehensive
Milton Durham.
design that will be there continu,
ously.

LA elections

· Agents not requested
"Howard University does not
request the services of, invite,
or give permission to any undercover men to operate on Campus."
The above statement was
elicited from the Assistant Director of Student Activities, Mr.
Walter Hawkins, in response to
reported incidents of police undercover agents operating on Ho-

ward's campus.
The incident which prom:,:>ted
the lmtUiry, however, (see belovt
picture) is, according to Captain
Lacy of the Security Guards a
case where two off-duty police
officers assisted the campus
guards in apprehending a nonstudent who had caused a disturbance and assaulted a cam~us
guard. ·
-

• • •

we should say . •fuck the 'convention and fuck the Panthers'
They haven't shown us a goddamn thing and we're quite sure
that we all must agree upon our
sincerity and loyalty to them."

Off-duty cop
hitting guard .

apprehends young man for creating disturbance and
Anglade Photo

FellsP Eivss f(]().,e' f() Elacks
By Ernestine Stripling

After 13 years ofobservingthe
racial stituation in this country,
Neeley Fuller. a 40-year-old
Washingtonian, formulated the
United Independent Compensatory Code commonly referred
to as the Code. Somewhat of a
mystery to Howard students, the
code ls designed to give nonwhite people a new frame of
reference as they behave and
react under white supremacy.
Ewart Brown, President of the
sophmore class in Medical
School, comments, "The Code
States that we must be united
in our goal which is the destruction of white supremacy and
independent in our methods. Untll
someone comes µp with a single
solution to the ~ruction of racism, all sugge~oD.s will be considered."

The Code is one suggestion
designed not to give people new
slogans but to provide unity for
all non-whites.
It starts out with the premise
that there aretwotypes«>fpeople:
whites and non-whites. Of the
whites we have those who are
confirmed racists and those who
are suspected racists. Of the
non-whites, we have only those
who are victims of racism. This
ls based on the premise that all
non-whites byvlrtueofbeingnonwhite are victims of white supremacy. Racism, therefore, is defined as white supremacy.
All non-whites, the code goes
on to state, have an option on
how they will react to · white
supremacy. They can choose to
do one of three things. They
can submit totally to white sup remac:y. If this .is the option .they

choose, the Code says to leave
these people alone. Do not try
to persuade them to do otherwise. They have the option to
decide for themselves.
Non-whites who prefer not to
submit totally can submit and
resist at the same time. This
would mean, for example, submltting to the white man in some
areas and resisting in others.
The third optionfornon-whites
is not to co-operate and destroy
white supremacy. In making this
choice they have already decided
that they will die. They understand the risk and are willing
to die in this fight against racism.
How does one resist? The Code
says in any way that you feel
racism is lessened in any of
these areas: education, enter·
(Contil\lled Pet Page~).':
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Liberal Arts sponsors
•
•
commun1cat1ons program
By Marve Cumberlander
One concrete result of last
questing a refund or suing the
Tuesday night's rather drawnagency responsible. Sult will be
out African Peoples Liberation
brought on. the grOWlds that the
Council (APLC) meeting may be
seen in the coming weeks. The
show did not bring the guaranteed
Council appropriated $2,500 to
satl.s factlon stated as contracted
Ron Anderson towards the
and
that
the Temptations
establishment of a Unlversltyappeared at the University of
wide communications system.
Maryland two days later. HutchThe proposed system, which
inson proposed that, in the near
wlll include a closed circuit TV,
tuture, formal discussion be
a Black newsreel, and an intergiven to suggested concerts and
com, will be instituted through
shows in view of the losses that
Broadcast Systems International.
APLC suffered,
APLC vice-chairman Sam
Two brothers representing the
Hutchinson covered all of the
Black Migrant Workers Project
agenda, but a number of its
requested support and money t6
items were tabled for this week.
investigate the situation of miOne such item was treasurer
grant workers in Florida, They
Roy Allen' s budget report, which
wlll use the research gained to
was rejected by the Council. Th·e
expose the true facts of the siutareason was 1.µlclear, but chair tion in hopes that some changes
man John Holton called for " mor e
cap be effected.
specifics."
Approval of the Constitution,
A report by Raymond Johnson
the Black Migrant Workers Proshowed that the Sophomore Class
ject, and the Fine Arts Mural
lost approximately $7,500 on the
Project were held over to next
Temptations show. Class ottlcers
week,
are now in the process of re-

Registration
•

•

November 20, 1970

links Church and Univ. ·

Pres. Cheek

By Gwen Ross

of the Clrurch and the scho01,

ence'' in the contemporary world.
He told the integrated congrega- ·
tlon to look at the
dlvtsiveness
f
of the people a.nd...1..1\e growing
oppressiveness of the nation for
a suggestion of what both the University and the Clrurch might
make their "common mlsslon."
Declaring the pursuit of social
justice the dominant issue of the
70's, Dr. Cheek said, '•The meaning of justice ls very simple:
every human being ls entitled
to llve-to survive; every human
being ls entitled to llberty-to
freedom; every human being ls
entitled to pursue happiness-to
fulfill plmself to the limits of hls
capa<!llties without restr-lctlon."
"Justice " he continued "ls
'
'
the cornerstone
of our nation.
A revolution was fought for its
establishment and now it ls the
major basis for its defense.
The young educator reproached
the country for its failure to make
justice a reality for all. "If we
made this nation the most prosperous, the richest in the world,
we can make it the freest, the
most righteous, the most Just.''
In affirming the social role

President James Cheek and the
Howard Gospel Choir joined wlth
First Congregational Church
Sunday to mark the historic relationship between the University
and that church.
lt was at First Church's monthly concert meeting on November 17, 1866, that a proposal
was ftrst made to found a theological seminary for freedmen.
The abolitionist group, headed
by General Oliver otls Howard,
eventually enlarged thls idea to
found Howard University.
Thls founding has been commemorated for over 20 years at
First Church with a special service, in which various members
of the Howard community take
part. Thls year' s service featured Dr. Cheek as the guest minister and the Gospel Choir in
song. Howard trustee·Dr. William
K. Collins lead the· responsive
reading, and G. Michael Hickman, a religion student, read the
scripture lesson.
In his sermon, Dr. Cheek ottered an answer to the recurring
question regarding "the purpose
nf the Church's Christt::in ores-

Dr. Cheek dlsmtssed those who
contend that these institutions
should retain their llmlted trad- .
itlonal roles - "to preach the
gospel and to transmit .knowledge."
Polntlng out that such peopel
are trying to isolate church and
school from social injustice .and
to "make them sate," Dr. Cheek
stated, "You the church and we
the Unlve~ity must tell those
who cousel tts-m~ch a way that
we take our counsel and our
commandment ftot from tT'en but
by God."
Reminding them of ob who
asked what the Lord rf uired of
him that he be saved, :
Cheek
urged the congregatlc. J" ' to do
justice and walk humbly wlth your

r.

God,"

·

The "common-mission" tone
of the sermon was underscored
by the Gospel Cho>r when it
sang. "We Can Make It Together" by pianist Henry Davis. Their
other numbers, also by Davis,
were "I Love Him" and "I Found
A Friend." Anthony Booker was
acting director and pianist for the
group.
~

(Continued from Page 2)

throu~h

a CHANGE OF PROGRA°"M FORM for all students who
pay their fees as scheduled.
PLEASE UNDERSTAND THAT
IF YOU PAY FOR YOUR PROGRAM, YOU ARE THROUGH
WITH REGISTRATION AND CAN
MAKE ADJUSTMENTS ONLY
THROUGH
A
PROGRAM
CHANGE.
The early registration of students who incur academic
suspension at the end of the
70-71 first semester will be
cancelled and all fees paid for
such registration will be refunded.
PROCEDURES IN LAW - SOCIAL
WORK - RELIGION
A. Report to pick up reglstratlon materials on the day at the
tlme designated by your Deans.
This will be between November
23 and December 4, 1970.
B. Check the pre-printed information on the left page of your
Course Reservation Fol'm, Print
all changes to the right of the
lnformatlon to be changed or
where data ls missing.
C. Place your program in the
space provided at the top of the
right page of the Course Reservation Form and receive your advisor's signature.
D, Place the department, course,
section, and credit numbers in
the vacant blocks at the top
of the boxes provided beginning
with box number on(." One course
will be represented in each box.
Mark the number or letter which
falls below the number listed
in the block above.
E. Return the completed form
to the person who issued it to
you.
F. You will receive a bill during
the month of December which
must be paid, or necessary· arrangements made, before Januari 16, 1971
·
G. Prior to the beginning of
classes, you must report to your
Dean to receive a Valldated CERTIFICATE OF Registration.
H. If you do not pay on or before the above date, you must
report to your Dean after January 26 for further lnstructlon
on registration.
LATE REGISTRATION - Law
- February 9, 1971
Religion - February 4, 1971
Social Work· February 4, 1971

-
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HELP WANTED
MEN AND WOMEN
•

•

Lib. arts, bus. grads., journ. majors, and
MBA 's to eventu ally take over est. adver ·
tlsing agency. No exper. nee.

.·

• SAFER than capping dynam ite

• EASIER th'an

c utting diamonds

• MORE SECURE than espionage
• BETTER P~Y th an parking cars
• M ORE FUN t han falling dow n

• WELL·LIT,

SITUATION : Vo/e need people to help us
create advertising and determine what to
do with ii once it's made. We're involved
In psychology, sociology, political science,
accounting, marketing, drama, music, art,
speech. What can you do? Can you write
or draw or play the piano? Are you any
good at math? Can you read charts and
evaluat'Ei' trends toward things 1 Are you
a home economist? A good salesman? A
photographer? Or just an idea man ... a
liberal art ist 1

well -ventilated , clean

• COFFEE BRKS. and lunch hrs.

LEO BURNETT Adv. Agency is a nice
place to work. Centrally located, Chicago,
Ill. Good transp.. close to Loop shopping ,
friendly people to work with, including the
Jolly Green Giant. Charlie th1'! Tuna, the
Man from Glad, Tony the Tiger, Col.
Sanders and Poppin' Fresh, the Pillsbury
Doughboy.
"

..

We 'll be on cam p os in about 10 days.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY: We want
t o talk to you, even if you don't know ex·
actly what a f ull -servic e advertising
agency does. We believe that fou r years
of concentrated college is a good " train ·
Ing prt>gram" with lots of experience you
can use in the advertising profession.

•

Check w ith your Placement Service
for t he exact date.,

LEO BURNETT COMPANY, INC.
ADVERTISING
Prudential Plaza. Chicago, Ill. 60601
An Equal Opp6rtunity Employer

•

WOilfB
WOMB ls a women's organtza!'
tion actively worklngtowardsthe
spiritual, mental, and physical
liberation of our people through
the Black woman, We need strong,
dedicated and willing sisters to
help 'build a nation. The ald of
our men is also appreciated.
For information, please contact:

WOMB
911 W St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20001
462-0906/829~0966

'

•
•
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Analysis of Elections
By Robert Taylor and Roy Allen

George Wallace's home co\lllty
will be represented in the Alabama State Assembly by a Black
man. The South's most liberal
city, Atlanta . Georgia, was not
liberal enough to send Andrew
Young to Congress. Blacks captured every political office in
Green County Alabama, and for
the first time in United States
political history three Black lawmakers will be representing congressional districts that are.predominantely white.
These are just a few of the
ironies, achievements, and historlcal firsts that resulted for
.Black people during the November 3 elections which saw
~r 300 Black candidates elected
---to political office.
'-In January there will betwelve
(an increase of three) Blacks
sol~ns in the House of Representatives and one Black in the
halls of the Senate. Ironically,
four of these "Black Thirteen"
will be representtpg districts
which are from sixty to nintyfive per cent white.
These four are Sen. Edward
Brooke (Rep. Mass.), Roger V.
Dellums (Dem. Calif.), Parran
J. Mitchell (Dem. Maryland), and
George Collins (Dem. Illinois).
Political analysts are saying
that the last of these, George
Collins, may be compromised
somewhat because he got into
office clinging to the political
coat-tails of the Democratic
Party machine of Chicago
Richard Daley. Roger Dellums
on the other hand, is considered
the "militant" of the group. He
was attacked by Vice Presfdent
Spiro Agnew for speaking in support of white radicals and the
Black Panthers.
Black people made their most
impressive showings in the South.
.In Green County Alabama, where
'Blacks outnumber whites four
to one, every political office was
caputred by Black candidates
but by very slim margins. The
predominantely Black National
Democratic Party of Alabama ran
162 candidates of which 21 won.
Four brothers, for the first
time since R~constructlon, wlli
sit in the Soulh Carolina House
of Representatives. All total,
there are now 51 Blacks in the
lower Houses of Southern state
legislatures and 11 Black state
senators. Among the other states
where Blacks captured state
house seats are Georgia, Tennessee, Alabama, North Carolina, and Missouri.
· In Arkansas, a Black mayor

won office for the first time
in the state's history but this
victory occured in Cotton Plant,
a virtually all Black town of 1800
people.
The November 3 elections also
brought the end of two widely

Revolution

diversed political dynasties.
Those of the out-spoken and controverslal Adam Clayton Powell
of Harlem, N.Y. and of the mild,
pe bl n ct-the-scenes operator,
the late William Dawson of
9hicago. Dawson ls the man who
6nce daid: "I'm a congressman
first and a Negro second,"
Powell ls being replaced by
Charles Rangel who defeated him
by a narrow margin in a democrat1c primary. He ran unopposed because Powell was not
allowed an independent slot on
the November bal:ot. Dawson's
replacement is a colorful extrack s~ar, Ralph Metcalfe.
The seven other incumbent
Black congressman (all democrates) were re-elected: Charles
Diggs Jr., John Conyers, Mich.;
Shirley Chisholm, New York;
William Clay, Mo.; Augustus
Haw kin s, Calif.; Robert Nix, Pa.;
and Louis Stokes, Ohio.
At last count, the state of
Michigan had more Black elected
officials that any other with 110
while Alabama was 'a close second with 105.
Whatever
the
long- range
results of the November 3 elections for Black people, observers believe that the era of the
Black politician who considers
himself a "congressman first
and a Black man second" is
nearing its end.

1·11gs

\
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"We're not trying to form a
moral opinion aboµtdrugs. We're
only trying to present the facts
as they are." stated Clifton Peay,
Plrector of the· Pharmacological
Research Component of the D.C.
Project's Drug Program, concerning Drug Education Week,
According to Peay, Drug Education Week, November 16-20, .
is a specific program sponsored
by the College of Pharmacy and
a special task force appointed
by President James Cheek to
deal with drug abuse, This week's
activities were highlighted by the
appearance of Pete Green, an
exconvict and former drug addict
who is presently the director
of an anti-poverty program in the
District, and The Inner Vocles,
a performing group of inmates
from Lorton's Reformatory.
The College of Pharmacy's
program is financed by a $1000
award which they received from
the Merck Fo\llldation. a drug
manufacturing firm. to fight addiction. The pharmacological
program is only one part of the
D.C. Project's drug program directed by Stephen Vauglm,
The D.C. Project's drug pro. gram is divided into five parts.
The Rehabilitation and Research
Component will deal with method
and teclmiques of treating drug
abusers. They will work with
the Black Man's Development
Center. The Pharmacological
Research Component will study

Brittain Photo

the composition and effects Of
various drugs. The Heroin Detoxification Research Component
will deal with the various methods
of treating heroin users, particularly the methodone ·treatment.
The final two components of the
'program, the Campus-Wide Program and the City Wide Program,
deal with exp(>slng facts about
drugs, promoting the program •
and the securing of drug authorities to address various assemblies of students and commllllity residents.
According to Peay, the D.C .
Project's drug committee is
composed of some 45 students
who represent a wide cross·s ection of the campus commllll- ,
lty, "Psychology, sociology and
pharmacology students are re-

HUSA suggests new beginning .
By Theola Miller

Last Monday night, the HUSA
meeting ·got off to an orderly
start wl~h President Michael
Harris' · reminder of previous
lack o{ accomplishment due to
contusion1 and disruptions. He
suggested starting with a "new
beglnnlni', on things" because of
what he termed a "bad sbate
of affairs".
Bill Cheatam of the Watchdog Committee read Dr. Cheek's
reply to a memo requesting the
administration's aid in solving
the controversy surrounding the
pre-down jazz-rock show, to the
' satisfaction of everyone. In the
reply it was suggested that an
ad hoc committee of inquiry consisting of 3 administrators, 3
faculty members, and 2 students
not connected with the student
government be established, An
outside auditing firm was also
asked to be brought in to give
a complete analysis of the
financial records.
·
A detailed report was issued
to the Senate by Clay White of
the auditing committee with
charges of misappropriation of
fUnds and in addition "ma.J4ng
reckless, non-viable and nonpurposeful use of student's funtls,
'

showing contempt (disregard)for
students in an exploitive manner
in the spending of their funds"
were among the ten other charges
listed.
The School of Architecture established guidelines for the
constitutton of the Howard Universlty architectural assemblY.
which would serve "to provide
an official and representative
student organization with powers
to legislate, receive, and handle
problems and matters relatingto
, students."
The BEEC investigating com1
mittee presented a 56-page report on their trip to Nova Scotia, .
where they observed a commllllity
co-operation with hopes of establlshing the same in the Howard
commun1ty. The committee felt
that this could be a means of
helping the Black commlllllty to
rise and come together for the
good of all.
Brother Jolm Jones gave a
fist hand acco\lllt of deplorable
conditions and of inn,,nite attacks
by Americans on the Black commun1ty of Cairo, Illinois. He suggested that the Howard Communlty be responsible for send-

1ng food, clothes, and whatever
aid possible. He warned that the
situation that exists there would
soon be on our own doorsteps.
As the end of the meeting drew
near, the senate moved to approve a $759.00 loan to the architecture committee to sponsor
students to help represent Bl~ck
schools at a national conference.
The architecture students rejected the approval of the loan
on gro\lllds that they had no way
of repaying the loan and that they
were requesting a grant rather
• than a loan. After haggling back
and forth, it was moved that
they meet again with the budget
committee in hopes of working
out an agreement.
The meeting began to d1sintegrate as HUSA's treasurer, Sam
Wallace in a humourous letter,
requested an increase in his
monthly stipend. ~e justified his
request on grounds that as his
only source of income, the amount
was not enough to cover current
living expenses. At Sam's request, the architecture students,
whose request forfllnds was voted
down, left the meeting in a rustle

o n the African night of September 25, 1964, twelve dedicated
Black men, each bearing either
a rifle or a sub-machine gun
emerged from a forest base camp
and la\lllched an armed Uberation struggle to free seven million of their brothers and sisters
from the colonial domination of
a white settler colony.
The place was a northern province of Mozambique in south
eastern Africa. The twelve Black
men were the military vanguard
of the Front for the Liberation
of Mozambique (FRELIMO). The
white colonizers were nearly
75,000 settlers from the European nation of Portugal.
Today, s ix years later, that
original band of twelve fr eedom
fighters has grown into a 9,000man African guerill a or ganization locked in a desperate
struggle to wrest control oftheir
homeland fr om a mode rn 1 y
equipped, 65,000-man Portuguese army that is determined
to ke~p its grip on its African
possessions.
However, during the past. six

years, the FRELIMO forces have
made impressive use of their
Black hands toward loosening
that white grip. Since its lnttial
battle in 1964, FRELIMO bas
succeeded in galnlng control of
1/5 of the land with an estimated 800,000 people Wlder its
political rule. But not only have
the African guerillas been waging war but they have also established in these liberated areas
nearly 200 schools and hospitals
and have set up political and
economic systems'.
On the military front, because
of the very small amollllt of news
that appears in the American
press about the war, the facts
are very sketchy. Both FRELIMO
and the Portuguese have been
claiming important victories. It
is generally assumed though that
each side has done some exaggeration in his favor. As stated
above, FRELl~IO has gained control of 1/ 5 of the land but most
of their conquests ar e located
in northern ~1ozambique which is
sparsely populated and contains
no major facilities or large
cities. On the Portuguese·· sWe,

·of hoots and howls of mocking
laughter. Apparently they hoped
he would be more successful
than they were inobtainingfUnds!
And he was .:. he received a
'$25 monthly raise.
Ron Anderson requested HUSA
support in helping to establish
a closed circuit T. V. system
for each of the dorms and other
campus bulldin~s. The clo:;ed
circuit T. v.'; project started'by
APLC, would present the students
with talk s~ows, newsreels and
other lnformation pe·rtment to the
Black community. In addition.
he suggested a public address
system which would serve to keep
students informed of the latest
events as they walked between
· classes.

a

It was

then moved that the
issue of the Black Panthers'
conference and the Black Dollar
magazine appear first on the
agepda for next Monday's meeting.

CODE
(Continued from

FRELIMO brothers fight in Mozambique
By Robert Taylor

presented in the program to pro-""7
vlde a wide cross section and
a greater degree of competence
in deali.Qg with the problem."
"The Project's members are
presently Wldergoing a type of
orientation program so that we
can educate ourselves concerning the real problem." stated
Peay, Colonel Rafla, Black Man's
Development Center, and Dr.
Kenneth Scott, College of Pharmacy, are serving as advisors
to the orientation period which
consists of research into each
aspect of drugs.
"Regardless of the apathetic
response to Dr'Jg Education
Week," stated Pt:ay, ' 'we're very
optimistic about the program and
we hope that it will make Black
people conscious of the effects
.of drugs and lead them toward
constructive actions .' '

they have beefed up their army
from 40,000 in the early sixties
to nearly 70,000 today. Perhaps
their most impressive victory
was
the
assassination of
FRELIMO's follllder Eduardo
Montane in 1969.
Late in 1965, FRELIMO
adopted a guerilla warfare
strategy and has organized many
northern Mozambique villages
into peoples• militias. Most of
these militias, however, have not
yet been armed.
The Portuguese, on the other
hand, have reacted in the usual
co\lllter-revolutionary · manner. ·
The commander of the Portuguese army has unleased 50,000
of his best trained men in American-Vietnam style search-anddestroy operations. The Portuguese recently boasted, " In the
long run, someone is going to
give up. And it's not going to
be us. "
The African brothers, however, hold exactly the opposite
view. During a recent visit to
the United States a spokesman
for FRELI?i.10, Sharfudine Khan,
<.leclared that time was on the s ide

of the freedom fighters and
11
either they wipe us out like
the Europeans did the Indians or
we make them pay for all the
Monlanes that have died in this
war."
Historically, Portugal received Mozambique at the injamous Ber 11 n Conference at
which powerful European nations
sat down and divided Africa
among them selves without any
regard to the wishes of the Afr..
leans. In 1951, in order to avoid
granting her colonies independence, Portugal declared that
she was making her African possessions "overseas provinces". ·
Therefore, at least on paper the
Africans were no longer Africans
but "citizens of Portugal". a
legal move to cover an illegal
arid immoral occupation of their
nation.
Another interesting feature of
the war ls from whom both sides
receive their support. FRELIMO
has had many of its guer illas
trained in Algerta. The Organization of African Unity (OAU)
has officially recognized it and

Pa~e 3)(.,,
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tainment, economics, law, labor,
politics, sex, religion, and war.
Anything one can do in any of
these areas can lessen racism.
For instance, in the area of
education, one can teach a Black
child to oeollllt or to read.
Composed of approximately
700 pages, every word in the
Code has a meaning. It is to
be understood, though, that the
Code is not an ideology or a
religion. It is only a suggested
mode of behavior and therefore
is open to questions.
Each Monday at 8:00 p,m., Ful- .
ler lectures on the Code in the
Medical School Auditorium.
are providing the gue.r illas with
a small amount of money each
year. They have a base in Tanzania and have the endorsement
of its president Julius Nyerere.
In addition, they are reported
to be receiving arms from the
communist and socialist world.
The FRE LIMO freedom fighters have recently received a
needed shot in the revolutiona.r y
ar m by the successes of the
freedom fighte rs in the Portuguese-held territory of Guinea
Bassau. Observers say that they
may soon drive the Portuguese

out.

,
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Pid you

FDrroa1AL
...

know~

By Robert Taylor

THAT as a result of the recent
elections George Wallace's home
cowity wlll be represented by
a Black man in the Alabama
State Assembly (We wonder what
type of letters George will write
to his congressman)
THAT there have been sixtytwo deaths as a result of fights
among different Black gangs in
Phllidelphia during the past 18
i:nonths (The white man does
not have to kill us, we are doing it ourselves)
,. THAT while claiming that the
former presiderit of Ghana bankrupted the country, Ghana's present Prime Minister, KofiBusia,
pays out three times more in
government salaries than Nkrumah did and at the same time
the number of teacher training
schools has been decreased from
86 to 35 because of a lack of
money (Sounds like another Tom
Tubman)
THAT Marvel Comic Books has
created a new Black superhero
known as the Falcon. He is a
huge, muscular, Jim Brown-type
figure in boots and leotards with

Yeah, we have another report this week, and again it alludes to the possibility that we
have done it again. ( remember last week's editorial warning; "Who's to say we won't fuck
up again." But of course, those implicated in this report deny much of its contents. (The
auditor's report which appears on the f"ust page of this issue is only one segment of a
multi-faceted report by Clay White's auditing committee. The entire thing is a ~itch.)
However, those who deny it will issue a counter-report in the near future, and then it Will be
another problem of whom to believe.
We're sick of the whole thing. It's about time we set aside accusations, and
cross-accusation, and attempt to move on to the more positive and fruitful affairs of the
· campus. It so happens that the student government fmancial problems and so-called scandals
have overshadowed the more meaningful activites of the University.
While this ignorance has been going on, the D.C. Project has been functioning with scores
of students already committed to dedicating their time and talents to the Black
community ... The Liberal Arts Student Council (APLC) has, throughout this other mess,
managed to secure plans for a campus-wide closed circuit television system which will
'
transmit news and information to the campus daily ... Plans are under way throughHUSA to
send $1,000, plus food and clothing to Cairo, Illinois to aid the Blacks there who have been
the victims of overt racism and oppression ..

a falcon perched on his wrist
and can supposedly accomplish
any task (ls it a negro? Is it a
Black man? No, it'sSuperNigger)
THAT while the United States
claims to be ag1nst colonialism
six Portuguese Army liuetenants
who deserted their army recently admitted. that American counter-revolutionary experts had
secretly trained them in West
Germany to fight Black Mrican
freedom fight.e rs in Mozambique
(We now know what Malcom meant
when he said "American democracy is nother but disguised
hypocrisy")
THAT according to the Committee for Economic Development there has been no relative decline in poverty in the
United States since 1947 (Now
tell us somethingthatpoorpeople
did not already know)
THAT
African freedo m
fighters are on the verge of
liberating the small but important Black nation of GuineaBissau from the colonial domination of the Portuguese (Fight
on brothers)

With all of these and other worthwhile things happening, we see no need to continue to
deal with the hassles, because the money is gone. If they can get it back, fine; if not, too
bad. But there's no sense in spending the r.e st of the year discussing a fuck-up that happened
in November, or possible mismanagement during the summer, all of which will continue to
be denied. The best thing that can result from it is something similar to last week's
happenings at FCC, and if we have that type of action, the only people who will benefit ·are
the crackers; who are just waiting to prove that niggers can't run no school.

Campus Vanguard
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Harris defines issues

Seduced by political rhetoric

By Michael Harris

•

The entire University community is disturbed by the recent
Homecoming activities of HUSA.
The HUSA executive and every
member of the Senate desires to
have the entire matter resolved
in a complete fair and just manner. In a highly emotional and
alledged scandalous situation it ts
mandatory that the real issues
be clearly defined so as to distinguish them from imaginary issues.
,
A wise man once said, " Hindsight is always 20-20 and l'vlonday
morning quaterbacks can always
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win Sunday afternoon games. "
SUch is the case with much of the
speculation on campus.
First the HUSA executive initiated steps immediately to
resolve that situation. It was not
our intention to smear any student's moral character or integrity. However, when the student
body received a grand total of
$30.00 profit from an activity
that sold over $10,000.00 worth
of tickets the subject demands
further investigation. When the
Watchdog Committee of the Senate uncovered further distortions
and gross irregularities in the
report of the Rock Festival, action from the entire university
' is dictated. I must commend the
entire Senate and Vice President
Cheatman for their dillgent work
in this matter.
There . are several issues that
·a u of us must come to grip with,
first ther.J is the issue of honesty.
For the first time in recent history the student body is confront~ with an alleged theft of over
$6,000.oo. The disgusting aspect of the entire matter is that
those responsible for carrying
out this tunction were all students
and Black, well at least.in aphysical way.
Secondly, for the past three
months HUSA has been not only
involved in a flnancial crisis,
but a crisis of the spirit. This
crisis of the spirit 'has made it
possible for those elements that
have as their main objective
personal advancement and exploitation of their own people to
make their negative policies appear to be the policy of HUSA.
T~s we will no longer tolerate.
In the past the meetings of the
association have t>een marked by
a disgusting show 6f all the negative qualit~ of the Negro morality. These ~aetings have become
a place w~re student& sit and
wait anxiou'.sly to attack each
other, to be entertained and to be
applauded by whoever is best
in their ability to act a fool
and to hustle.
The only solution to this disgusting situation is for those
students that attend HUSA meetings to show respect for each
Qther, to reject those members
of the student-body whose sole
purpose 1s to hinder progress and
to exploit their own people. ·
In future 01eetings it will be
necessary to demand that those
who are intent upon spreading
chaos be escoted from the meetings by any means possible.
What is basically at stake is
not' just the credibility of the
HUSA executives or even the Senate, but the integrity of Black
folks. What is at stake is whether,
or not Howard will surrender to
those forces of 'gangsterism' and
corruption that are intent upon
taking over this campus.
(Continued on Page 8)
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By Reginald Hildebrand

Some copies of the HILLTOP
yield some interesting statements and pledges made by campus leaders.
May s, '70: "We've failed to
deal with ourselves," declared
Michael Harris, head of the 1X'
slate and cadidate for HUSA pres'idency. Harris outlined a t1ve
point program designed to deal
simultaneously with Howard's
ills and those of the Black community. He proposed a University
Press, an overhaul of the library
system, a communication network and exchange program with
'1e1ack schools, and increased financial aid to students."
September 25, 170: "Other important projects which Harris
said HUSA•s nearly $300,000 budget will go for include, the D.c.
Project, development of courses
~and resources at Howard from a
Black perspective, the setting up
of a communications network with
Black colleges and universities
: •throughout America, obtaining a
ham radio set and teaching students how to operate it, the convening of a National Black Student
Leadership Conference
sometime during October or November to work on the survival
of Black educational institutions
in America."
On tbe social scene, Harris
stated, 11We don •t plan to have too
many social events this year."
May 1, '70: "President James

c heek has directed the University's vice presidents and
academic deans to begin to immediately inititive 'definitive'
steps to resolve specific matters of student concern."
"First, students were concerned with the matter of institutional change. He said that
drastic change had been called
for. "
Second, the 'quality of teaching' was indicated as the major
issue confronting the university.
Third, •courtesy of staff and
faculty was acknowledged as improved, but the president indicated that "there exists the feeling that students are treated by
staff and faculty alike in an offlciou~, high-handed, rude and
discourteous manner."
"Fourth, the university image
was said to be in bad condition•. .'
"Fifth, the problem of community involvement•• "
" Inadequate parking facilities
was also a widespread campus
concern.''
11 1t was said that there is a
general feeling that adminlstr.p.tive practices and procedures are
frustrated by 'red tape."' ·
11 According to the presidential
memo, a special folder has been
•
established on all these areas
•.•
" In the president's statement
was the assertion: 'the expectattions of, and demands made upon
the University make clear that we
11
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patching up

BY John Hol ton

,

"Gripe! Gripe! Damn right I'm
tor gripe! Ab-h-h-h-h-gripel"
shouted a student from a chair•
table top.
"Freeze the budget," said one
· senator, "defrost the budget,"
said another, "Oh my God," exclaimed the treasurer.
" I refuse to preside over a
circus... shut up... our duty to
black •. ,put that chair down•.• students but to black... damnitwhere's my whip."
Such are the dialogues recently
evoked during a HUS A meeting
between student leaders and interested members of the student
body. Some interested in laughing and participating in a disgusting attempt at "self-determination' ', others interested in
next year's political ottices and
perhaps a few concerned students who wish only to offer
constructiVl!
criticisms and
creative ideas to lift HUSA out
of the "muck and mire" of inflammatory personality attacks,
ridiculous rumors and animalistic behavior.
Whatever happened to the 11Xcellent" and 11X-traordinary"
candidates voted into office last
:M<1.y? Where are the programs

John Holton

Brittain Photo
•

described during the campaign. the Howard University Printing
Press or the white studies pro. graPl? These are only a few
cpestions raised not only by students but by the administration,
faculty members and workers.
Last
year's student administration was frequently accused of being inform:J,tion monoplizers, yet 1t is apparent that
the masses of students are not
aware of what has happened within
HUSA since the spring elections
and its ettects on every stu-

can not procastinate in dealing
forthrightly with the issues and
problems currently confronting
out community."
September 25, '70: "When asked if there would be any changes
from last year ·in the way that
funds are to be allocated he (Sam
Wallace) replied 1 Definitely.
Last year organizations came
and just asI<ed for money. This
year they wW have to show that •
they fit into our overall scheme.'
In addition, he said that he intends lo periodically publish an
explanation of HUS Aexpenditures
and distribute it to the student
body."
April 24, '70: "(Eric) Hughes
(student trustee) stressed the
problems of an lmcompetant faculty and curriculum inadequacies. He also called for an end
to the enrollment of more students than can be adequately
accommendated."
,
"One student asked what
•special mechanisms' will be
used to learn the true feeling of
students on given issues."
"Hughes felt it was necessary
for the trustee not to isolate
himself from students and to
'know people in every segment
of the university' ."
Commenting on the situation,
noted Judeo-Cbristlan religious
leader, God, ls reported to have
said, "They have seen vanity
and lying divination: ' ... and they
have made others hope that they
would confirm the word. Have yet
not seen a vain vision••• ? Ye
have not gone up into the gaps,
neither made up the hedge for
the house to stand in the battle •••
Speaking directly to the campus
leaders HE added, "Because ye
have spoken vanity, and seen lies,
behold, I am against you••. And
mine hand shall be upon the prophets that see vanity, and that
.
devine lies: they shall not be in
the assembly of mypeople••• even
because they have seduced my
people.''
dent council government. ·
In the coming weeks this
column will explore and if
necessary, expose the "corruption" (notably rip-off of funds),
disruAUve meetings, and general
contu9ion and incoherence between HUSA and student councils. other political phenomena
as Joel Mungo or Charles Moore
will be reviewed and· analyzed
as well as tbe recent power
plays, 1.e. James Cheek and crew.
It is the hope of this writer
that we can begin to pick up and
piece together the puzzle of student government because at this
time it is imperative that Black
students not only analyze our present situation but also determine
the future of student governments.

\
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Dear Editor:
I commend Joel Mungo, a
brother and a "head tripper".
He has virtually made "the impossible dream" a "dream come
true"--a reality. He has outsmarted HUSA. The "ultimate
trip".
"Did he, or didn't he?" the
HILLTOP asks below a snapshot
of him in the driver's seat of his
mean XKE . People, you're not
dumb are you? The current student-to-student chitchat exchange is: "You know he stole
that money•.•that's how be got
that new Jaguar... " I say: prove
it. Show me an $8,000.00 gap
anywhere in his homecoming
Committee report and I'll eat
my hat!
Brother Mungo unquestionably
has his shit together. He came
to the initial HUSA marathon
meeting with one of Washinton' s
most disti.nguished lawyers in the
person of Belford Lawson. He
then proceeded to shoot his shit
which consequently dumbfounded
the senate into a state of oral
paralysis. The man was ready
to, in his words, " Throw you '
asses in jail." HUSA, and ringleader Michael Harris, aren't
ready to deal with this- 'cause dig:
if you think HUSA is in debt
now, you take this case to court
and "you ain't seen nothin' yeti"
The Watchdog committee can
hang it up - no way m'boys.
The sumptuous Jaguar XKE
that Brother Mungo "wheels"
around in is of no real value.

It has merely pedestaled a Howard University monument.
"In the name of the game,"
eh Mungo? Yo' name, yo' game-it's a hip mutha.tucka.
Jared
Dear Editor:
It's amazing no matter how
hard we try we cannot keep the
filth and slime from moving in
among us, disguising itself as
something good, knowing that it's
about to commit some treacherous and devious act. The hurting thing at such a valuable
institution such as this, which
stands for hope, justice, and fair
play, is that we have this slime
among us, in the form of one
Joel Mungo.
I wonder 1! he and his associates can enjoy that pretty
yellow J aquar that was bought
with money from heaven, or
should I say hell? Joel Mungo.
has the audacity to call him1;elf
a brother and to associate wtth
the brothers and sisters from
whom ,he got his sudden bul'st
of wealth.
It's bad enough that Whitey,
games and schemes on us, but
to know that you have the same
in one of your kind, is something else. I wish to congratulate
you and hope that you are proud
of all the brothers' and sisters'
money that you are riding aro\Dld
in, and may your lying, scheming, conniving, rt:Jtten soul, rot
in hell.
HURT

Africa's 3 religions

Niggers cut the Blues
Dear Editor:
So a few Howard students are
piss~d because they would not
spare a nickle to dig the Blues.
Some are mad because a number of white people financially
made the show possible. Isn't
that like a nigger, biting the
hand that feeds him. Not that
the whites who paid to see the
Blues feed these niggers. But,
if they had not been present, the
so called ~ Blacks" on campus
would have left Howlin Wolf
howlin and Sleepy John sleepin
to cop a nickle bag, dig the
nearest three dollar cabaret and
get a piece of someone's tall.
And Sister Barb is upset because her myth was exposed and
the "honkies kept their clothes
on and there were no visible
signs of fornication." But she
fails to mention that abortion
that was kept hush-hush.
My question is, where were
these niggers when the Blues
needed them? Not that they have
ever had the Blues... For what
Howard Student has ever begged
a meal or been thrown in jail
•

The letters and comments on these
pages represent the beliefs and
opinions of the individual authors,
and do not necessarily reflect
HILL TOP views.
All letters to the Editor must be
typewritten. double-spaced and of
reasonable length (no more than two
... pages). They should bo? mailed to
Editor, The HILLTOP, Howard
University. Wash., D.C. 2000 J, or
brought to the office at 2215 4th St.,
N.W. no later than the Monday prior
to the Friday that they are to appear.

Dear Editor.
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·This is an answer to a publication that appeared in November 6 issue of the HILLTOP.
The title was, "Islam & PanAtricanism" and was written by
Mr. Ali H. Mujahid,
Perhaps, I should best answer
Mr. Mujahid by telling.him what
Pan-Atricanism is not. Pan-Africanism is not an organized religion. The same is true of
Nkrumahism. Islam, on the other
hand, is an organized religion.
Failure to understand the intention of Pan-Atricanism will lead
anybody to conclude like Mr.
Mujahid did in his article that
"the Pan-Atricanists are in a
great error. How can the PanAtricanist not talk ot Islam when
Islam is the mainstay of Africa".
Apparently, Mr. Mujahid feels
that the Pan-Atricanist should
talk about Islam because Islam
is strongly linked to the identity
of Africa and "unless our PanAtricanist borthers and sisters
first begin to study Islam and
learn to appreciate Islam they
will never be able to realize
any Pan-Atricanist goal. There
would always be irreparable conflict as to more$, norms, and
the like " . If this were true,
the Pan-Atricanist would bevery
wrong indeed; but I am afraid
it is not.
It would appear that Mr. Mujahid is not aware of the varieties of religion in Africa and
how they are distributed. There
are three distinct types of religion in Africa presently. They
are, Islam, Christianity and Indigenous religion. They all teach
the same thing but through different
media. Despite the
impressive membership that
I.slam seems to have in Africa, an examination of the distribution of its membership will
not in anyway reflect what Mr.
Mujahid is claiming for it namely an African identity. Islam is
mostly associated with Sudan and
the North A!ricancountries. Now,
the question is are these
members essentially Africans or
Arabs? And are all Arabs Atricans? The claim for Atrican
identity is therefore weakened by
this ambiguity. And this is no
fault of Islam. Mr. Mujahid is
simply claiming for Islam what
1t does not claim for itself.
Mr. Mujahid makes another
interesting statement about Islam
and 'African Revolution'. He said

that " Islam is also one of the
single most important elements
in creating revolution and securing liberation among the African nations'' I hope Mr. Mujahid is aware that the class of
liberated nations are not made
entirely of the Islamic oriented.
And even those that are Islamic
oriented were not motivated by
religious reasons. In Egypt, Nasser overthrew Farouk not because of religion but, to quote
Times 'Magazine, "because he
wanted the Egyptian fellah to
command higher rate for a day's
work that did the gamoosa(water
buffalo). Algeria threw out the
French not because of religion
but as a revolt against conialism. The reasons are purely
political and economic.
I am not saying .that religion
has no part to play in society.
It does, whether Islam, Christianity, or Indigenous Religion;
rut to say Islam is more African which is what is implied
in the terms "mainstay" and
'African Identity' than the other
two rellgions in Africa is, to
borrow your own phrase, "barking up the wrong tree". Islam
is as foreign .to Africa as Christianity is in the sense that they
both originated from outside Atrica. Both may gain considerable
converts in Africa but their converts will wear either religion
like the African wears a three
piece suit in tropical Africa.
The real African is always underneath and sweating! But even
this is not important. What is
most important is that the lost
of ipdependence to the African
• entailed a certain amount of deculturalisation and the consequential blurring of what the
African identltv is.
Think of what is left of the
African culture. Think of the
music of . Africa, think of its
art, think of its dances, think
of its beliefs and try to fit these
into either Christianity or Islam
and see whether the result will
not be incongrous. In fact, nothing comes near to explaining
Africa best than its lndegenous
religion.
But Pan-A!ricanism is not
about religion. It is against
colonialism and neo-coloniallsm
and most importantly it is for
the total unU1cation of people ot
African origin. Peoole all over

Bomb thre-ats

called sadistic

,

Campus mess

Guyana correction

Dear Editor:
With reference to the article
entitled "Guyana Ambassador
Talks with International Group"
by Pearl Stewart, 1 wish to know
what she meant by "Black Country". If she m.aant that 553
Indians, 40% Negroes, and th~
rest Chinese, Portugese, Amerlean Indians, and Europeans comprise a " Black country'', then
1 will agree with her. If not,
I wish she will study her geography and stop spreading the
propaganda that the fraudalent
regime in Guyana is participatIng in.
•
. The Ambassador ot Guyana
said that Guyana cannot afford
luxurious embassies. This is
true but what he failed to say

•
Dear Editor,
Evacuating a building at 4:00
Dear Editor:
a.m. in 45 degree weather is no
Every honest individual will
tun! HopefUlly the sick mind beagree with me on the rate which
hind the bomb scare Monday
the D, C. policemen issue parkmorning at Bethune received the
ing ticket penalties to the Hosatisfaction he or she was lookward students on theironcampus
ing for.
is overwhelming. I know I have
At 3:30 a.m. Mrs. Craig (the
never received any such tickets
desk clerk) received a call at
because I pay two dollars per
the main desk stating that a bomb
annum to risk parking in the
would go off at 5:00 a.m. The
Howard Medical School parking
security guards and Dean Callot matted with broken bottles.
houn were then notl!ied and the
But the greatest majority of the
girls were told to evacuate the
Howardites do not have this
building.
privilidge.
A scare such as this (which
The bigg~ question is, "What
is the third this year at a dorm)
do we do to stop this irrational
has serious implications. Beexploitation?" The best approach
sides the inconveniences caused
to this enormous problem would
the residents of Bethune, the
factor of disbelief is also en- · be to appeal to the appropriate
quarters. The President .of the
countered. Wnen people become
University? The U.S. President?
so conditioned to fake bomb
The Chief of Police? The Chief
threats, 1! and when there is a
Justice? Who? There must be
real threat it will be ignored
a solution somewhere in the aband someone may be killed. Also
sence of violence but with due
in evacuat.ing the building people
eonsultations.
can be hurt because of fear.
Why does this bother me so
Dean Calhoun regards what
much? I have been on this Camhappened Sunday night as part
pus for over seven years and
of a foolish trend which is enno year has the rate of tickett
compassing the whole nation. She
penalties on the Campus been
mentioned that at Boston Unias high as it is this year, 1970.
versity there have been 80 such
The ticket penalties issued to
threats this year and that they
violators on the Georgia Aveare
affecting the students
nue, 4th St. N. W., Bryant St.
grades, sleep, etc. She called
N.W., "But" stops and "water
the bomb threat at Bethune a
hydtants" are justifiable along
"refined torture" because resiwith these issued to people blockdents were notl!ied an hour and
Ing the thoroughfare on the cam- ·
a half before the bomb was schepus by double parking. Except
duled to go off. (Thanks) Well
for the above named streets,
the revolution will go on despite
which other street or path on
the sadistic people who are tryHoward's Campus is not a cluing to stop it.
de-sac? Name one. None. HoMarye Cumberlander
ward campus is a private Property owned by the board of
trustees, the staff, and the students and supported by the U.S.
the world can be united politically
government. I do not see the
without adopting one religion.
rationale for one to park in
Mr. Mujahid therefore wlll do
his private garage and be issued
well for the sake ot the political
a parking ticket.
unity of the African people withThere must be a hidden aniout hammering on the impormosity between the Howardites
tance of I.slam which is a
and the D.C. policemen because
redundant topic so tar as this
I have taken several trips to the
unity and Pan-Atricanism are
other·D.C. universities andfound
concerned.
the contr~ -- • 'Vhile I do not stress
Emahiker Ablorb-UOJlOJa.
#

'Empty minds'

for non-support. The Blues
singers who appeared at HoDear Editor:
ward have ben through the
Definition: Black University -clutches of poverty and degradaBEAUTIFUL
AFROS, latest
tion. Many ot them have played
styles
from
Paris
and NewYork,
hours and hours for fifty cents.
parties, dashkls, Black Panther
This, as Howlin Wolf so amply
posters, empty minds and full
put it, "is something Howard
mouths.
students know nothing about." .
Don't you agree
So the niggers are mad beJohnny Gills
cause they left themselves out
Instructor
in the cold. Anyone who was at
Mathematics
the festival knows what a lie
(''we could not afford it") these
rivals used as an excuse. I got
in the second night by painting
Dear Editor:
my face blue and saying I played
It is disheartening for any inwith Holin Wolf's band, wblle
dividual wbo loves his people
outside hundreds of " hippies"
screamed and broke windows be- • to accept conditloos here at Howard. Conditions on this camcause they could not get in. Now
pus are permeated with hatred
Howard, along with American,
and distrust. Behind this distrust
George Washington and Georgeis the virgin of Black unity who
town Universities have placed .
has never received our love.
a ban on campus concerts beThere is always the appeal for ·
cause of the "hippies." The nigunity on this campus; but how
gers have done it again. They•
can there be unity of the many
have cut off their nose to spite
if there ls noturst between two's?
their face. Now a new motto
•
Peace & Happiness
can be born, "Kerry Hampton
E. Ethelbert Miller
and Hippies Too."
~'
Kerry Hampton
is that tne regime in Guyana
has stolen $19 1/2 million in
one year, about 20o/o of the country's economy. Mr. Gagroj also
is a capitalist and like his government sides with the imperlalist governments of the
U.S. and Britain in keeping the
poor people in subjugation. The
only ditference between Guyana
being a colony and an independent nation isthatnowthe "Choke
and rob gangs". are in the government instead of being the
colonial master, Britain.
The people of Guyana are
getting fed up with the corruptlon stealing a,nd denial of baslc
human rights. We wfil shake
off the shackles of bondage forced
upon us by men like Gagroj.

on comparisons l ao ~trongly
believe that ijo~ardites do not
merit such irrational ticket
penalties in as much as thelr
cars do not obstruct the thorougbfare. we have tolerated a oneway-street inacted a few months
ago despite the immense inconvience
l\fany Howardites receive over
twenty dollar ticket penalties per
week. The displays of penalty
tickets on the campus cares innocently and carefully parked to
the edge of the curbs is very .
common but dist\eartening. I dQ
not see why the D c policemen
should enter the cainpus to issue
tickets without the paid Howard
policemen inviting them as it is
the case in front of the Freedman's Hospital. If the Howard
policemen cannot render their
due services to us they should
all be dismissed s~ that we can
use the money saved for more
useful purposes on the campus.
Our campus policemen know
more that the D. c. policemen
when and where ticket penalties
are indicated just as one knows
best where his shoe pinches him
most.
A Howardite buys a car not
because he is rich but because
he needs to "fly"' to the class
and then back to his supportive
job. For a student who has not
paid either his school fees or
apartment rent and who has not
bought even a' text-book to be
"pursued'' on his campus and
trapped with parking tickets irrationally needs urgent scrutiny
and consideration. A Howardlte
cannot afford the time togotothe
court and stay from 9 a.m. to
. _ : .:n. pleading in vain for parking tickets.
Anyone who has a workable
solution to this embarrassing
problem should rescue us emmediately. While we are not envious of the faculty's share to
such lots. we advocate their
meeting if possible immediately,
to help us solve this problem.
Police ravages on the campus
(Continued on Page 8)
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Black males aren 't failures
•
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Dear Mr. Whitmore
After reading your article on
"Family Relationships" I practically became nauseated. Where
you conscious of t he fact that
you were being so contradictory? For example you wrote
"... How did Mr. Moynihan, all
the Moynihans, gain their knowledge and conclusions on our
Black families without actual experience?" (Here I agree, how
could he have been so up on the
subject of Black families). But
you later used Mr. l\loynihan's
most importru!t finding of his
students to back up a statement
you made: "I found the most
embarrassing part of the class
discussions and studies to be the
'fact that the Black female has
had to play the role of provider
and household leader as a response to the numerous absences
and inconsistencies of .n 1 a ck
males. In viewing this problem
I see the matriarchal family
as heroic."
1-Jr. Whitmore, in organizing
your so-called facts about the
absences and inconsistencies of
the Black did you ever consider

/

Tickets
((\ )ntinu l•d I rom Page 7)

makes me cr y and this malicious action has to receive immediate solution. If there are
other things attracting the D. C.
polic emen to our peaceful cam pus , these are yet to be disclosed. It is shameful that one
....- is not allowed to breathe in free
) oxygen. Shall we park our automobi ll'S in the air or on top of
Howard L ?ke since almost everywhere on t he ca1npus bea rs the
sign, ·•No P arking·• Anytime?
Where? We do not need God to
shout from heaven that we are
maliciously treated by the D. C.
Policemen. I need your rational
comments and supports. Thanks
advance .
Jonas Nwafo Ibeaja

where lVIr. Moynihan (a typical
white sociologist) got his "almight y statistics ?" Did you ever
consider Mr. l'vloynihan•s underlying motives for doing a study
on the Black family ? Did you
ever consider our Bl ack southern
families?
Well I contend that these are
the true facts begging for same
type of definite consideration.
I do not, nor will I ever hold
the idea that Black males have
"unique failures as 'men" as
stated in your article. Nor will
I hold the view that t he Black
family, urban or rural, is a matriarchal one. The myth of the
Black matriarchal one is just
that, ,a myth. It was a tale created by white sociologists like
:\-Ioynihan to distort the truth.
You see i\fr. Whitmore, Black
males are more of a threat to
the "great white society" than
Black females . This is why they
are discriminated against even
more than the Black female in
the job market. And of course
this is through no weakness in
the Black male nor is it through
any apparent strength of the Black
female,
In conclusion, l'.vtr. Whitmore,
I s uggest before you deci de to
inform the Black male populace
of its mis takes, examine the mistakes of our i:acist, OJ.)•>7"essive
societ y.
Roberta Johnson
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These forces find strength not
only in our disunity but, in the
ac~eptance of certain
values.
Values that m:ike the hustler the
hero, values that condone and
deal in drugs, values that allow
us to believe that destroying
each other is a successful accomplishment. The enem y is not
just a person, it is an entire
concept.
In the remaining term of this
present HUSA administration I
shall submit to the Senate a series
of programs that can hopefUlly
start HUSA on the road of reconc illation with itself and the
entire community. First the D.C.
Project will be continued and
hopetully expanded; secondly,
bi- monthly Open Forum that will
allow tbe ~"mate and the student
body to discuss issues (free of the
restrictions of Robert Rules);
thirdly, a HUSA educational program, to aid in the political education of the campus ; fourthly,
a lecture series during the reading period t hat will help prepare
students for the ftnal exam, Fifthly, a HUSA newsletter that will
carry a budget report of all
financial transactions; and finally, to establish a meaningful
alliance between Howard University and the Black folks in the city
and on a nation wide basis.
The situation that we now find
ourselves in ls not hopeless , it
was created by us and can be,
must be, recti!ied by us. It is a
dUficult task, but it ls not lm ·
po~ s ible . It si mply means I.hat all
of us must he~ willing to star
t ,, learn to respect each oth~ ..
n ·ve r again to allow O\trselves
t<, l <:: fooled or hustled or to
ac C'ommodate those vicious and
ne1. ative fo rces that have as their
go:il our contiuuetl st :tt Q ot' ronft1si01, anJ dis unity.
It is with this ietermin. t!on to
t>nJ lhP. present hostilltif>s .u1·! to
E-li !11ate this c orruption th:it I
sli.• ll ,. all upon 1·ou r support iu
rhl • ·leavo1.

~

..
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What does Huey Newton mean?
BY Frantz Tagoe .

(Third in a four-part series)

pretation, smacks rather very
pungently of imperialist, white
r acist and Zionist influence.
Brother Huey and every black man
knows that Pan-Africanism is in
fact anti- imperialist, anti- capitalist, anti- racist and anti neocolonialist. The Pan-A!ricanism
being preached by Brother Carmichael holds Nkrumaism as its
highest political expression.
Nkrumaism is African at its base
but at the same time subscribes
to the basic universal truths
in tvtarxism-Leninism. We should
never as a people lose sight
of the fact that Marxism Leninism is only a guide to action,
Marxism-Leninism· or ScientUic
Socialism needs nationalism both
in its micro and full-fledged
stages in order to have any
meaJlilng at all.
Pan-Africanism (which is fUllpledged African Nationalism,)
aims at world socialism and it
is based on.the traditional communalism practised by our forebears but at the same time draws
on the concrete analysis of the
concrete conditions of the African and all peoples of African
descent brought aoout by the
Euro- Christian and Islamic influences we have encountered
during the course of our history.
Marxism by itself does not give
the key to the solution of our
problem as a people, neither
does Leninism nor the t wo combined, It takes a political scientist in a specific time-spat
dimension to give the correct
perspective and meaning to the
d;namics of a particular situation. For the Russians, Lenin was
such a political scientist. For
the Chinese P.eople, Chairman
Mao's thought is the ideology.
While for the African people,
Nkrum ais m has come to stay as
the clearest expression of the
socialist objective. This objective proceeds from the present
micr o- nationalism prevailing on
the continent of Africa, among
black people in the United States
and the Carribean as well as in
South America. Its path lie's

We must remind Brother Huey
that the Black Pant her Party
came into the limelight with gr eat
·potential
following
Brother
Stokely' s call on black people to
move for their legitimate rightBlack Power. The Party clearly
and undoubtedly subscribed to the
Brotfter's philosophy as ls evident from their invitation to
Brother Stokely to become their
Field Marshall shortly after the
inception of the Party, and later
its Prime Minister.
.
The tvlinister of Defense also
poured scorn on the concept of
Pan-Africanism describing it as
the highest expression of cultural nationalism and asserted
that the Black Panther Party is
internationalist. This is abstract
nonsense to say the least. Any
one who talks about MarxismLeninism and internationalism
without having a nation is like
a tree without roots. And to claim
that most of the African government who adhere to the philosophy
of Pan-Africanism are also
aligned with United States imperialism, shows a pitiable lack
of knowledge of what prevails on
the continent of Africa today,
much more of what the history
of Africa has been. Brother Huey
viciously · interpreted Pan-.Africanism to mean "Blacks oppressing Blacks;" which inter-

..
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Howard Fuller

Full e·r sch edule d to speak

.-------------

Howard L. Fulle.r, architect
of a Black alternative to the
American system of higher education, will speak to Howard
students on Thursday, December

inevitably through the next stage
of Pan-Africanism on to socialism. This is the political philos ophy that I have heard Brother
Stokely preach for the past three
years. In spite of the fact that
imperialism overthrew Osagyefo
Dr. Kwame Nkrumah, founder
and President of the Republic
of Ghana, Brother Stokely has
proved the consistency of his
political · and philosophical development by sticking to his gun,
holding high the perpetual flame
of
African liber•auon. The
ideology of Nkrumaism is a dead1y weapon against imperialism.
colonialism, neo- colonialism and
racism-. I believe if lilrother Huey
should avail himself of the correct texts of r ecent declarations
by Brother Stokely during his
successfUl tour of the US and the
Carribean, we can start a constructive discussion of the
ideology instead of wasting our
energies and time trying to destroy each other. Our immediate
calling is to build the Afr ican
nation which has been ravaged
by white racism for the past
400 years. Time has• run out for
jiving, because all o~ us agree
that the man is getting ready to
commit genocide against us. That
is what fascism means.
All through his speeches on his
recent tour, Brother Stokely
stressed that black people have
always suffered from a dual oppression i.e. both capltalisfn and
racism. What perhaps no one
has yet brought to the notice
of black people is that white
racism was in fact the midwife and has since been. the
guardian of capitalism as Vie
know it today, In 0U1er words,
· white racism which c;ame into
its own with the enslavement of
the African and the . extermination of the redman (the rightful owner of the land called today,
the United States) was and still
is the " sine qua· non" of capitalism. We all know that the
enslavement of one person or a
whole race of people by another.

• (Continued on Page 9)
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Brother Fuller, chief administrator and major interpreter
of ideologies at Malcolm X
Liberation University, will lecture in Ira Aldridge Theater
at 8 p,m. His topic will be,
"Education as a Tool in the
Liberation of African People. "
The MXLU, in Greensboro,
N. C., is part of a nationwide
Black movement to develop new
viewpoints on social and historical realities, as well as to
prepare Bl ack for modern
careers. Fuller, 29 year s old,
is in char ge of those programs.
He has a rich history as executive of community action programs and as a university lecturer , fund raiser, and administrator. His talk will be part
of the Gilbert Neal Lecture Series, sponsored by the Graduate
Student Council. Panelists will
include Dr. High Scott, D.C.
Superintendent of Schools.
Last night Dr. Charles U. Hamilton spoke in the series in Ira
Aldridge Theater.
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Slowe work
Residents of Slowe Hall lead by
their Head Resident, Walter Keller, met \•·ith members of the
LaDroit Park Civic Association
last Sunday night in an attempt
to a·rrive at methods by which the
members of Slowe could channel
their energies to help the com n1unity.
.:-.ass Shirley Daltry, president
of the Lucr etia l\1ptt Elem entary
School, commented that she would
like to see Slowe and Howard as
a type of educational "cotopus
in \Vashington."
Ot her member s of the Civic
\ssoc. io.llon suggested th'\t the
i. n
ol SlO\\e t(. t as 'big
'Jrother s·· t0 youn~ l.>O)S in t h(;
coni 1 unit ~ anJ • i,·<·· lhcm the guiIO.llC' c
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Gun club
formed

By Evita Pasc:hall

"There's a basic skill and
technique to using a gun. You
don't just pick up a gun and
shoot. There's a sklll and art
to shooting your target as well
as protecting yourself.''
These are the words of Eddie
Richard, an ex-instructor in the
United States Marines and vlcepresldent of the Amanl Rifle and
Pistol Club, in a recent meeting
of the executive officers of the
club. The Amani Rifle and Pistol
Club ls a newly formed organization headed by Ben Carter, a
sophomore
in
Engineering.
Amani is a Swahili word for
peace.
According to the executive officers of- Amani, the purpose of
the club ls to give sisters and
brothers a better understanding
of firearms. There will be instructions concerning the different techniques and positions
of shooting. Also filmstrips of
rifle and pistol shooting positions and shotgun shooting will
be shown. Pamphlets and books
be given out to help in the instruction on the use of firearms.
HopefUlly, instruction will
start the week after the Thanksgiving recess. The club will rent
the use of the National Rifle Association's (NRA) ranges once
a week. The club plans field
trips in order for brothers and
sisters to practice shooting. The
cost of the ranges ls very expensive. Therefore the '..\lub ls
in the process of getting. funds
trom APLC (African People Liberation Council).
Presently, there are 50 members of the Amnai Rifle and Pistol
Club. "The Amani Club ls open
to anyone who wishes to accelerate his skills in firearms. ~e
also hope to expand into the
D. c. community," concluded
Carter.

words and form became useless objects when . one attempts
to interview this group ••.• because
NATION deals on a level above
and beyond the level that existed·
when western word and form
evolved (engllsh).
• i mean, in order to follow or
dig them, one must necessarily
divorce one's self from every
possible vestige of western
values. to fall to do so may
well result in one being unable
to deal with this group on a
satisfactory level.
those who think i' m say in' come
high when you dlg'em are drastically mistaken. for understand,
even a high has an outer limit.
a boundary and NATION does
not even begin to burn until it
has c r o s s e d the boundary. in
other words, when NATION performs in Ira Aldridge Theater
mon. nov. 23 (7:30 p.m.) free of
charge, come Black and unhigh.
· cause a high wlll hamper rather
than help.
as earlier stated, the NATION
experience ls untranslatable. the
words/adjective.
that comt'?
closer to describing the changes
one will go thru dlggln' them are:
mad
desperate bloodthirsty
aware, calm, soothing, different,
dashing, lovely, arrogant, noble,
seeking, indignant, hurting, confused, frightening, begging, lovely, hip, conducive to devilment,
genesis.
but don't believe me, cause l' m
biased toward anything Black.
(dynamic, beautiful, functional):
come check for yourself, and dig,
all it will cost you wMl be a
few ·1ess hang-ups.

By BarJ>ara Womack

I
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Inner voices relay message

•

'

NATION operates on three
}evels (like a pyramid). clay goss
ls minister of verse. ron anderson ls the image maker
(fllm/sllde man). Isaac hargrove
ls the sound sultan. and baby they

•

"Some of our most talented
Black people are today locked
up in this nation's penal institutions." This statement was made
Tuesday night in Ira Aldridge
Theater aftert'The Inner Voices'
of Lorton Reformatory performed.
'The Inner Voices' ls a drama
group composed of inmates at .
Lorton Reformatory. The idea
for the group was inmate conceived, inmate directed and inmate oriented. There are 35
members of 'The Inner Voices'.
Rhozler Brown, now serving
a life sentence at Lorton ls
the director of the 'lnnerVolces'
and is responsible for the organization of the group. After being locked up in solitary confinement, Brown wrote a poem
entitled "Christmas in Time".
From this he proceeded to get
a group of fel ·ows to dramatize
the poem and he begged the fellows to work with him on it.
In Christmas of 1969, "Christ• mas ln Time'' was presented.
That was the beginning of 'The
Inner Vocies'.
After working together for a
wblle, the group finally got a
chance to go outside the gate.
They began visiting schools and
anywhere else that they could
possibly relay the message of
love and fraternity ampng young
Blacks.
'The Inner Voices' use creative expression as a way of
saying to society that "we are
concerned about the future of
our young brothers and sisters;
we want to relay to them the
lessons that we learned as
prisoners."
Nearly all of the performers
were former drug addicts and
now they want to do all they can
to prevent other brothers from
falling into the same trap.
Professor Sloan Williams an
instructor at Federal City College, has written a proposal in
which the members of 'The Inner Vocies' will be given the

.
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the chance to be released from
prison and to work in the community. "These men are here to
attest the fact that our prisons
are loaded with talent and that
there ls something drastically
wrong with our prison system
if 1t allows all this talent to go
to waste.''
In a tribute to Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. "The Inner
Voices" portrayed the feelings
of the prisoners after the death
of Dr. King and then proceeded
to give the same tribute that
was performed in Lorton after
Dr. King was assassinatied. This
performance was very touching.
It was easy to tell that the performers themselves believed in
what they were saying. Had this
tribute continued any longer Ira
Aldridge Theater woutd·have been
endrenched in a sea of compassionate tears. "The Inner
Voices' rendition of "l>recious
Lord" brought tears to the eyes
of most of the audience. Without
a doubt, this was one of the
most moving tributes to ever
be delivered in this city or anywhere else. It was performed
with truth and sincerity.
HopefUlly, 'The Inner Volces 1
will be able to continue their
performances throughout the city
and hopetully they will be able
to be released from prison so
that they may give more of their
':ime and talent to the inner
!lty' s youth.

.

l. .

•

•

Ron Anderson, Clay Goss, and Issac Hargrove, member of NATION, a new group which
combine sound and ·imagery.

Cookie Ptioto

,

Also known as Cassius Clay
By Henry Anderson

Ding! Into the ring came two
Black gladiators both experlenced in the art of boxing, one young,
handsome and princelys the other
a sinewy gargantua past his
prim e. Seated in the arena was a
capacity crowd of bloodthirsty
people yelling and screaming for
guts, livers, brains, and bile.
Thumbs down!
Strange as 1t may seem they
were not cheering for the pr.1Acely boxer but for the slow a:wkward looking one. YEAH GARGANTUA! The prince knew this
rut wouldn't let the bastards
stop him, he just danced and
paraded on and on until one
minute and 40 seconds later the
gargantua made his move and
swung on the prince and wblle he,
Of t he s ing was off
be
baf:;:~: the princewmade his play
and tagged him. He fell like a
dead fiy as some members of
the crowd probably vehemenced
as I did at homa while listening
to the -radio 11Get up you son of
a bitch!
The above illustration of the
second heavyweight bout between
Casslus Clay and Sonny Liston ls
light compared to the visual version from the movie "A, K. A..
Cassius Clay" in which the champ
maped out ln slow motion to the
movie audieqce
the decisive
punch that floored Liston and
proved more and more that Sonny
wasn•t••• And after ~eeing how
Clay clobbered him with his trick
punch I can't understand why that
crowd dldn •t drag Liston's behind
out of that ring that night and
into 'a smoke house, nail him up
by his thumbs, tie an anvil to his
feet and let him hang there to
dry out with the rest of the
hams.
Muhammad All ls his name'
boxing ls his game. "l would have
beaten every heavyweight who
came before me" Clay claimed,
that meant Joe Louis, Jack Dempsey, and Jack Johnson. This was
Cassius Clay, Kentucky born and
bred, tne k1d wllo started boxing
at 12 and by 18 had won 180
amateur ftgbts.
From Cooper to Moore to Liston to Cleve Williams, All's peregrinations in the ring and colorfl.ll lyricisms in and out delighted
the movie audience as they

laughed and cheered their hero
on to victory.
The film also showed Muhammad advocating the Muslim talth
during his conversion shortly following his first heavyweight
championship fight with Liston,
· his first reknown f1ght which won
him the 1960 Olympic Gold metal
in Rom ·~ , the denouncement of his
draft which dethrowned him and
attempted to sour his name in the
public eye.
Seeing that Ali wasn't fighting
professionally when the movie
was made and that his play on
broad way bad been discontinued it
ls interesting to note that the

film didn't turn out to be a
carelessly made piece of junk
produced only for the purpose
of making money on just hls name.
Now although I for one have seen
most all of the fights shown
in the film on newsreel I thought
the director and the editor did
a marvelous Job of putting lt together with other bits and pieces
of his life out of the ring. Also
Ali's narration adds just that
little spice to make it something
more than just an ordinary figbt
picture.

'

It ls now playing at the Lincoln

Theatre.

Pvwn Africanis m
...ci

•

.
(Continued from Page S)

does not take place by accident.
It ls the result of a carefl.llly
planned and coldy calculated design on the part of the enslaver·
The motive may be economic
but more than that it ~ay be
caused by that sort of pathological complex - I mean that
superiority complex which compels and propels a man on to

seek such reactionary Power.
Brother Huey will definitely do
himself and black people a great
d~al of good by answering the
genuine dictates of his conscience
by telling lt like lt ls. It ls a
moral duty that every truly asplring African leader should fUlfll regardless of the ferocity
and show of force by US imperiallsm and all its lackeys.
(Continued next week)

•

': .. 1·e~a1·ded as tl1e best and 111ost
authentic editio;t lly 'I C:hi11g· .
.
dOS-Pecer
" Collier,
a fl..1c1ona
New York Times Book Review
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THE
ICHING
or Book
of Changes
Wilhelm/Baynes
Translation

+

$6.00

Bollinge n Series XIX
available ac your bookstore or

PRINCETON

U~IVERSJTY

PRESS

Princeton, New J ersey 08~40
N ow in its 61h printing of the 3rd edition.
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Bison .boot Maryland 2-0, gain NCA~ Regional finals
..
Henderson, troubled by

BY Leroy Lashley

Bison end
best season
since 1964
By Mill ard A rnold

It's all over. Howard re-enacted a little history, and
marched through Atlanta like
General Sherman, as the Bison
downed Morehouse 20-14 to close
out their season with a 7-2 record, the best at Howard since
1964 when the Bison finished
8-2.
It wasn't easy. Howard scored
the first time it touched the ball
but then fell behind 14-6 and
had to rally for the victory.
Morehouse got an outstanding
performance from one of their
s tar players - the referee and almost ripped Howar d off the
field as three long Bison scoring plays were called back for
supposely holding on the part
of the faking back.
Wee Willie Harrell, Howard's
5-foot- 5 running back exploded
off right tackle and fied 94 yards
for the first score putting the
Bison out in front in the opening minutes, 6-0. The Tigers
countered with a three yard pass
from Bob Davis to Johnny Palmer, and then when ahead on a
three yard run by Eddie Rush.
But as they have done in three
of their last five gam:s, Howard
came from behind, the Bison
opened the second half driving
55 yards following a l\Iorehouse
punt before Frank Ridley blasted
over form the one, and Harrell added the extra points on a
run which tied the game.
Faced with an aroused Bison
defense, ~1orehouse was forced
to punt again, and Howard drove
56 yards with Warren Craddock
taking it in from the two.

sic shot which Jones expertly
flipped over the crossbar. Then
he lofted a corner kick right on
the boot of Rasim Tubkok ""10
skidded the ball to a scrambling Jones who ldckedttoutunder
pressure. In thl.5 period notable
performances also came from
Donald ~, and Captain
Stan Smith.

Alvin
a slightly injured ankle, . guided
the Booters to 2-0 N C A A first
round victory over Maryland U
on Monday in a game which pr~
duced more fireworks than a Congr essional investigation.
Spectators stood huddled in Howard Stadium in mid 40- degree
weather, and clapped and sang
soulfUl tunes unW thethirdquarter when the superb Alvin Henderson scooted his 2oth goal of
the season into the nets .
The young Trinidadian forward
who was a doubtfUl starter showed
why he ls the team's leading
scorer. However, the Howard defense was not to be outdone, for
Kenny Thomas, Rick YalleryArthur, Desmond Alfred and Ronald Daly smothered most ot
Maryland's attempts.
Seconds after the kick off, Howard forw ards went into the attack with right winger Leslie
Douglas-Jones crossing the ball
to a w·e ll-positioned Keith Aqui
who beat the goal-keeper with a
well timed shot, but to the dismay of the spectators the ball
skimmed over the crossbar .

t

up 14 quick points, was held to
just 64 yards total offense the
secund half as the defensive unit
combined to keep the Tigers
in their own territory for the
remainder of the game.
And so it's over, the best
year in six of football at Howard, and with just two seniors,
hopefully the start of a winning
tradition.

Harrell finishert out the game
with over 150 yards rushing,
<Lilli had two long scoring plays,
one of 80 yards, called back.
Howard's offense rolled up 357
yards rushing, and over 400 yards
in total offense, the fifth time
this season the Bison offense
has gone over that mark.
Morehouse, which had rung

Howard
21

First downs
Rushing yardage
Passing yartlage
Return yardage
Passes
Punts
Fumbles lost
Yards Penalized

357

64
21
6-18-1
!5-33
3
126

Howard
~lorehouse

Intramural

Morehouse
15
127
74
6

•

10- 25-2
7-39
1

A hush settled over tt e crowd
in the third quarter as Maryland1 s ,
leading scorer, George Taratsides, took a beautltul shot to
goal which goalie Jones tipped
over the top. But the goal that
gave Howard the lead came midway in the quarter, as the result
of a sldll.ful bit of team play
involving what ts probably the
strongest duo in college soccer.Keith Aqut and Alvin Hertde;rson.
Aqui started it, moving against
the left s ide of the Maryland
defense, dribbling the ball between two defenders . He then
s quared it to a well-placed Henderson who tapped it away from
the stranded goalkepper.

The Terrapins also had their
moment of glory when half back
Melin Sensory boomed a powerful shot which goalkeeper Billy
Jones easily h~ld in his grasp.

The fourth quarter began with
Howard clinging to a 1-0 lead.
Then came the highlight of the
quarter. Carlton Fraser collected the ball about mid-field and
a bit unbalanced, passed the ball
inaccurately to his left where
Trevor Mitchell, who replaced
the re-injured Henderson, took
one step, controlled the ball,
and then rocketed it past J obn
Farella, Maryland 's goalkeeper
who had come out of his citadel
to deny Mitchell the angle.

In the second quarter, outside right, Mike Wilson of the
Terrapins gave the Howard custodian some anxious moments,
First, he connected with a clas-

Howard's 2-~ victory was goOd
enough to put them in a secoµd
round game against Navy, Tuesday, Nov. 24 at Annapolis. Game
time is 2:00 p.m.

The other big play of the first
quarter was started by Carl Fraser of the Booters who after
working the ball from mid-field
kicked it in near the goal mouth
where Douglas-Jones failed to .
score.

,

58

6 0 14 0
20
7 7 0 0 -- 14
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Sharks open season

•

fall program

I

••

finish sixth at Mon mouth

•

•

By Gary Miller

All persons interested in participating in a fall golf tournament to be held at Langston Golf
Course are asked to contact the
front office James L. Hester 707-1717. There will be an eighteen (18) hole qualifying score
to be played at the course of
your choice, and an (18) hole
finals to be played at Langston,
participants will be matched according to qualifying scores received. This is a universitywide tournament open to faculty,
statt, and students. Dates will
be announced after the number
of potential participants have
been received.
•
The intramural basketball season will begin during the early
part of December. All persons
interested 1n submitting a team
are asked to pick up a team
sports entry blank at the Intramural Offtce located 1n the
Physical Education Building For
Men - G-26 or call 797-1717
for further information. Practice sessions for all teams will
begin November 15t.h each team
will be allowed approximately
one (1) hoUr for practice sessions, teams are asked to submit their name and time of session on a form located 1n the
Intramural ottlce. These sessions will last from four (4)
I
until seven (7) P . M. There ls
also a five (5) dollars security
fee that ts due upon submission
of entry form. The dead line fo1'.,
all forms wlll be Friday Decem' ~ ber 4, 1970. Teams not forfeit.:.
ing more than 2 games will receive their deposit.

,.

The Howard University Sharks
rn.11cte their debut at the Annual
!VtOnmouth College Relays this
plist weekend, \.Vith expert coaching coming from Eric Garrison, the Sharks showed b>etter
than everyone had expected. Using excellent placing strategy,
several relays were able to place
in the top five. Garrison displayed
calm and steady nerves for his
debut as swi mming coach, and
his air of confidence inspired the
Sharks to swim with gr eat determination.
Along with Howard, there were
nine- colleges competing in the
relays, including two other CIAA
schools, Hampton Institute and
Morgan State College.
A rumor had been circulating
around the pool that the Howard
Swim Team was lacking in swimmers and in a coach with experience. An assistant coach
from one of the Black schools
refused to acknowledge Garrison
as the Howard swim coach. As
soon as the swim meet was on
its way and the Sharks had made
their showing, this rumor faded
away immediately.
Facing very rough competition
in tt.e one meter diving relay,
Tony March and new comer Nat
Harris found it possible to secure
a fifth place. The 200 yd. freestyle relay team of Barry Abbot,
Kevin Colquit, Alex Shaw and
Chuck Cochrane placed 4th with
a time of 1:38.0, sophmores
Cochrane and Abbot turned times
of 24.o and 23.0 respectively.
With a Ume of 1:50.5, the medley
'

.

"

. ..

relay team of Abbot, Steve Gordon, Gary l\1iller, and Cochrane
placed fourth. The 500 yd,
crescendo relay team of Greg
~1•)sso, Colquit, Shaw, Conrad
Pullum, and Charles Simmons
placed fifth with of a tim•~ of
5: 12.2. Shaw and P..illum had the
outstanding times in that relay,
Sha,w swam the 200 yd . freestyle in 2:03, and Pullum swam
the 100 yd. freestyle in 59.
One of the most exciting races
of the day was the 200 yd. Butterfly- Breaststroke relay. The
team of Gord·:xi, Abbot, Colquit,
and Miller was the only Black
team to place in the top three
in the entire meet. With the
first three men swimming very
hard, the team was in ntth place
when senior Miller took ott to
swim the last leg of the event.
Miller turned in a time of 24.5
seconds to move the relay team
trom fifth to third. The final time
was a 1:56.5.
The last event of the day was
the 400 yd. freesty~ relay. The
team consisted of Shaw, Cochrand, Gordon, and Miller, they
placed fourth with a fair Um e of
3:47.8.
The Howard University Sharks
made a very good showing at the
meet. overall, Howard ftnlshed
sixth. with Monmouth College the
winner of the relays. The thought
to keep in mind ls that the Howard
Swim team left the swim meet
gaining respect from the majority
of the teams that competed. Also,
two CIAA schools bad a preview
of what to expect in duel meets
this season.

.,
It's find out time! Time for you to find out the role
you might play in th~ company that has designed
or constructed over 8 billion dollars of fossil fuel,
hyd roelectric and nuclear plants.
There's never been a more exciting time to join
Ebasco. Forecasts call for electrical power
systems 3V2 times the size of our present
national systems. As an engineer at Ebasco
you'll be in the forefront of this activity. Ebasco
engineers always have been.
See your Placement Director soon to arrange a
Q&A session with the Ebasco representative on
the above date. If this is not convenient, write to
College Relations Coordinator, Ebasco Services
Incorporated, Two Rector Street, New Yo·rk,
New York 10006. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

EBASCO
SERVICES INCORPORATED
A Boise Cascade Company
\
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BY MILLARD ARNOLD

•

ings, it wasn't a great rivalry,
it was just a football game.
What it did do however, was to
lose for promoter Peter Doss and
E.C. Ernst Co., an estimated
$50,000 as their get-rich-fast
scheme• failed to materialize.
They had needed at least 10,000
fans in the stadium to just break
even after stadium rental, team
contracts had been paid, and promotion of the game was subtracted from the net gate.
· The only regrettable thing is
that three thousand people showed
up at all. Doss has had a long
:.h istory of promoting events in
the name of some charity, only
- in the end to see the charity
turn out to be Peter Doss' pocket.
His latest attempt to swindle
the public came Saturday. The
game was played for the "We
the Poor People of Washington
D. C." An organization that has

They played a football game
this past weekend. Three thousand fans ''crowed" into 51,000- .
seat RFK Stadium to watch the
Morgan State Bears edge Jackson State 24-21. It was one of
those meaningless contest - 1t
didn't effect either team' s stand-

•

Then

aga1~

If you can't say anything good

about a team, say nothing at all
- Old coaches' adage
There was a time in the recent
history of Howard's football team
that sticking to that proverb
meant a column empty of words.
Fortunately, this year's gridiron version has inspired much
positive prose and their play
has given those interested in the
sport something to cheer about
during the crisp, chilly autumn
day~.

Last Saturday's 20-14 victory
over Morehouse was the grand
final e to the Bison's best season
since the 1964 squad finished
with an 8-2 record. This year's
team finished in a rush, winning their last five games.
Lest ye forget, apathetic football friends, the team's accomplishment is even more remarkable considering that the starting
players were mostly freshm en
and sophomores. In fact, defensive captain J ames Walker was
the only senior player on the
starting, and just three juniors

'

at our

'

warehouse, 1073 2 Hanna Street ,

:
Beltsville, Maryland .

I

For information , call

Universal Tire
at

474 - 4000

a.

/

But then maybe that's idealistic; what 's important now is
money. Show someone a dollar
and they'll prostitute themselves
for half-price. That wouldn't be
too bad either, except that everyone else is getting it free •

•

Becks also has a justification
for the success of the rest of an
immensely talented defensive
backfield, "the secret .is to get
the offensive team behind, then
lay back for the ball. "
The stratagem apparently
worked this season because Ron
Mabra returned two interceptions
for touchdowns, and safeties
Bruce Williams, a freshman fro m
Cardozo, and junior Johnnie
Fairfax were cr edited with six
stolen passes apiece.
Unfortunately, now that the
player s have gotten a year's
valauable experience under thei-r
belts and · are beginning to jell
as a team, Howard is jumping
from the frying pan into the
fire by entering a new league
next season, the Mi.d- Easter"

. ,..

man for Howard's baseball team
last year, credits his success
to the fact that he "loves playing
linebacker. They key is contact,
and I love contact."

Atlantic Conference.
Their opponents will include
the tougher teams in the present
CIAA, like Delaware State and
Virginia State, which defeated'
Howard by identical 20-0 s cores
this season.
L
The Bisons will also have the
msifortune to meet powerful
l\iiorgan State, a team they haven't
beaten in 18 years. Scores like
40-6, 20-7, 32- 0, 14- 0, 48- 0,
48- 0, 14-0, 20-0, 39-6, and 53-8
give you an idea why the Bears
were dropped as a regular opponent even after the 1964 sqaud
came close to victory 15- 8.
Anyway , this football season
is over and you now have appr oximately 300 days to dream
up a repeat performance of the
"l\liracle of Sixth Street."
•

One college does more
than broa<len horizons. It
sails to them, and beyond. .,

-~

~

~-

Now there's a way for you to
,
. .
k.now the wor ld around you
_ . --*>.. ;~~. l~~~ ,':"' -~i:~
f1r_s t-hand ..A way to see the
· .: :::.~- ·:· .......·..i[fl~'t.~~.;fi., ,.
th ng s you ve read
-•~\~~°'"' '' • •. 1!91~f~;t::ri:;: ,,,,...~ ~ .,...n ; " ... ,,.
--"'
~ I ' . "H . . '
.
about. and study
,; v ·:.; .....·~"'a:...,,
.,. ·· .. ·
-·
'· .•J\.
as you go. Th e
~r?i@,...~i%~z..:~,w~~, ·
1w:;- .··•.·. '..~:.=.· ·."'. .·:.='..::,: •·
· s a co 11 eg e
'''~%=:'•n.~·
Way 1
·~~: ~::_::,;jj~...."'
that uses the
· ··
·
Parthenon as a
classroom for
and Fall ·71 s.}e mesters . Spr ing
a lecture on Greece. and illustrates
Hong Kong ·s float i ng socie t ies
semesters circle the world from
with a r ide on a harbor sampan .
Los Angeles. stopping in Asia and
Chapman College's World
Afr ica and ending i n New York.
Campus Af Ioat enrolls two groups
Fa II semes ters depart N ew York
o f 500 student s ever y year and
for port stops in Europe. Afr ica
opens up the world for them . Your
an d Latin Am~rica . ending in
campus is the s. s. Ry ndam ,
Los Angeles .
equ ipped with modern educational
The worl d is there . The way to
fac ilities and a fine faculty. Yo u
sh ow it to inquiring m inds is there .
And fin anc ial aid programs are
have a complete stu dy curriculum
as you go. And earn a fullythere. too . Sep d for our cata log
Jccredited semester wh il e at sea.
with the coupon below .
s. s. Ryndam is of Netherlands'
Chapman College is now
reg istry.
accepting enrol Imen ts for Spring

.

1

The Mids flrst-round game a.
gainst the University of South
Florida on Monday ended in a
double-overtime tie, but by sheer
domination of the contest which
resulted in Navy having more
corner kicks, the Midshipmen
earned the right to meet Howard.
The Naval Academy team and
the Booters are no strangers to
each other. They met in similar
circum stances . in 1964 when the
Academy obstructed Howard
championship surge. However, in
1964 Howard's present topscorers Alvin Henderson and Keith
Aqui were still in Trinidad with
only faint dreams of entering
Howard.
Coaches L in c o 1n . Phillips
and Ted Chamber s are confident
that their team will not be stopped this year, but Glen Warner,
who saw his team register its
20oth Soccer victory last Wednesday in the 25 year s that he
has been the coach , is sure that
the Mids will win.
Regardless of the outcome,
the winner of this game will be
the Southern Regional Champions
and wm~en meet one of the other
five N C A A Conference champions in the quarter finals between
November 26 - 28.

st~nts

schools like taorgan and Jackson
State alloweO- themselves to be
used. Admittely, they are under
no obligations to insure that the
promoter purpose for sponsoring
a game is worthwhile. If he
claims it's for the Poor People
of Washington, don't ask questions, play football.
After all, each of-the schools
had been guaranteed a certain
portion of the net gate; theirs
was the first shares deducted.

"

•

TIRES
Wholesale to

In a way, the sad part is that

• (Ill
~··

Behind the goal

" I'm glad I go to Howard U.
,. H-0-W-A-R-~ Howard University."
Howard's refurnished cheerleaders who chanted that chorus
on Monday while the Boote rs were
defeating Maryland u. 2- 0 will
have to chant it again Tuesday,
Nov. 24, when Howard faces the
powerful Navy team in a critical
game at Navy-Marine Corps
Memorial Stadium tn Annapolis.
The Midshipmen who completed the regular season with 8-1-1
record is having one oftheirbest
years in. soccer. They have only
been defeated by Penn State,
and are ranked No. 9 among the
national colleges.

And isn't that what football is all
about? Money?
Maybe it is too much to ask
for a school to investigate a
promoter. But it isn't too much
to ·ask a school to have a moral
obligation to themselves and to
the people they provide/ entertainment tor.
.
That when a person with the
reputation of a Doss gets involved with something that could
ultimately embarass the good
name of the untversity. that the
school be strong enough to pull
out of ·a contest, or see that'
better people handle it.

BY JliV1 COPES

squad saw action this season.
Another point to remember.
is that Howard was the underdog
in all of its games except for
their game against Hampton.
Even coach Tillman Sease, a
confirmed realist, confessed " I
didn't except them to win more
then. a couple, and at most three
games this year.''
One of the major reasons for
the team's surge was the inspired
play· of linebacker Tony Becks
and his cohorts in the defensive
secondary.
According to Sease, " It's been
defense which has carried us
this far, and lf there is another
linebacker in the country better
then Becks, I'd like to see him.
He's definitely the best in the
CIAA."
Becks, a sophomore from Seat
Pleasant, Md. majoring in commerical art, has professional aspirations and with good reason.
The best tackler on the sqaud,
he also averaged an interception
per game.
'
Becks, who also was a utility

BY LEROY LASHLEY

and there was nothing anyone
could do except hope the fans
wouldn't come out. True to the
old cliche, the "bad guy always
gets his due," no one showed
up. The last any one saw of
Doss, he was very r apidly heading in the direction of Washington National Airport waving what
looked loke a one-way ticket.

been incorporated by law and
therefore exist legally. sun, one
would be hard pressed to find
ten members of "We the Poor
etc., etc."
It has to be noted that Doss
has done all of h1s dealings within
the letter of the law; that he has
used the legal fram ework legitimately to accomplish his ends,
even if they are hard to be
deceitful.
For "We the Poor etc., etc."
Doss had a legal address, although no building, or office
existed at the location given;
he had stationary and placards
•printed up with "We the Poor ... "
emblazen across the top; and
rigged up some way to raffle
· off a Ford Pinto if someone was
wild enough to buy a set of five
tickets al five dollars apiece.
It was all legitimate and legal,

.
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WORLD CAMPUS AFLOAT

'

Director of Student Selection Services
Chapman College, Orange, Calif. 92666
Please send information about your program :

Mr.
Miss
Mrs.

I am interested in O Fall
Student's Name

•
•

:

•

•

Fi rst

Initial

city

•

:

••

Sprin~~

••
•

19

•

would like to talk to a representative of WORLD :
CAMPUS AFLOAT

•

•
•
•

•

Parent's Name

•
••

Street
State

Campus Phone (
)
Area Coda

· •

OI

Name ol school
Campus Add ress

:

Home Addre$S

Zip

State

City
Home Phone

Street

!

)

Zip

••
••

••

Area Code
Year in school
Approx. GPA on 4.0 Scale
WCA·B16 :
•• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•

•

•

•

•
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By Linda L ou

Question: Give your opinion on
·Mungo and the Homecoming
•

money situation.

...

•

I

Karen Mc(r.e ad y. L .A .,
Sophomore
Perhaps H.USA will wake up
and handle their business more
efficiently · before everyone
associated with HUSA. is styling
in a new short .

•

Lee Roy Bray, Engineering,
Junior
I wish that I had been on his
col)lmittee. Maybe I could have
an XKE , too.

•

·I

\

. I
I

Cheryl "Chubbykin '' Ingrain ,
L.A .', Sopho1nore
Next semester we should give
our student fees to Mungo so he
can buy some more cars, if he's
guilty. Howard Univ. chumps
. need to be taken off but good .

•

•

"Wihe", L.A .. Senior
It'll teach the rnotherfuckers
for having their shit so ra_ggedy .

•

Jeanne Hardy, L.A., Sophomore
I think ifs a waste of time to
keep talking about it since
nothing is or can be done about
it.

•

(

Tony Booker, F.A., Junior
I think it's grand that he got
away \vith the situation when his
constituen ts knew that he did it.
Of cou rse , he wasn't the only
one ....

/_
)>

•
i! 1
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•
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Sly McGruder. Engineering,
Junior
The things that happen on
this cartoo11 ca111pus do not
surprise me at all. Everyone
starts raising hell about things
like this after they 're over and
then the noise will die down
un til tht> next co1nic !>trip
character ~tart ~ another episode.

\.
'I

i

·· Ed ( Kuu1nba) Fle1ning, F.A.,
•
Senior
I wi$h that I Was Mung<
becuase at the presen1 1110 1nt111
a1n not enrolled at Howard due
to a lack of fund s. ~ungo's
situa tion just goes tQ show you
what 1noney can do fo r you if
you can get. " Right on. Mungo."

,
f

'
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